LANCASTER PROPHETIC CONFERENCE NOTES 8/12-16/15
Speakers: Prophets Neville Johnson, Mark Johnson (Neville's son) & Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj + Pastor Joe Sweet


(Can't thank You enough--God/Jesus/Holy Spirit, Shekinah Worship Center & the speakers--for sharing this info and these videos with us webstreamers. I took notes for my own reference because I didn't see a transcript available, and because I haven't even had time to read or highlight much of last year's 328-pg transcript. I tried to captain each 2015 session but gave up, because each is so big and they're all interrelated. The notes are incomplete because I ran out of time to re-listen and write everything, but the content's SO valuable (because it's Your right-now Kingdom judgment/glory wake-up call to every believer) that I want to share them with anyone interested. -Hope it doesn't cause offense that I referred to the speakers by first name, wrote portions in 1st person/present tense, and added some personal comments. And please forgive my mistakes & omissions; would love to receive missing pieces from others. All praise and glory and honor to You! Shirley Burris)

SESSION 1 (split into two videos) - Bro Neville 8/12 6:30 pm (somewhat sketchy notes for 1st half of 1st video; more detailed for the rest)

Noah - Hebrews 11:7 having "fear" of God: to be circumspect, to reverence & to be faithful.

Time is running out; we're moving into another dispensation. Difficult times ahead; pastors are responsible to tell us. We're living in time of Noah & Lot. Next month (Sept) has last consecutive feast days for 100 years. Blood moons are set in the Heavens to warn us--accord to the Word, they utter speech & reveal knowledge to the end of the world.

Western nations are primed for blessing AND judgment because they're covenant nations that've forsaken their covenant w/Him. We must take responsibility; WE (not the gov't) are the light of the world set on a hill--or else we'll be trodden underfoot by godless men… We've already been given time extensions that end next month. Judgments are His last resort to redeem & love us. His time extensions were why Enoch was the oldest man on earth. Living a "normal life" = being unaware.

Homosexuality = Sodom & Gomorrah. Homosexuality (tip of the iceberg) opens door to other grave sins-- incl sexual relations between men & animals. There are applications before Supreme Court to allow marriage between threesomes & with pets. (John 8:32 You (we) shall know the truth…) It's called "equal rights." "You shall not mix seed" verses incl don't lie with an animal…

Big EQs are coming to LA (You took Neville there.) Also took him to Yellowstone & showed him 2 tornadoes brewing underground that EQ will release. Tokyo Stock Exchange will be destroyed by EQ. Ring of Fire will blow. We're coming to Jesus' return in our day. Same conditions are present now in many nations that were then. Some legislation will be passed this month that will affect what takes place next month.

Noah knew Enoch & Enoch knew Adam, and they spoke. What caused Enoch (7th from Adam) to walk with God? Answer: Your giving him timing of flood & timing of 2nd coming. Methuselah ("Methusael" Gen 4:18) = "death of the brave" + "man of the dart (or arrow)." "When the arrow falls to the ground (his death), it (the flood) will come." Noah was 600 yrs old (# of man) when the flood came, when Methuselah died. (My person note: I copied this from online that Neville wrote in 11/17/09 with more detail: "In the book of Enoch we have recorded regarding Enoch's son this statement, When the arrow falls to the ground it will come. Enoch was referring to the death of His son Methuselah. When Methuselah dies the flood will come. When Enoch was sixty five years old Methuselah was born; Genesis 5:25 and Methuselah lived for nine hundred and sixty nine years. The bible tells us that Noah was six hundred years of age when the flood came, Genesis 7:6 which was the year that Methuselah died, the arrow fell to the ground and that year and the flood came. So we see that Enoch saw the flood coming and began to walk with God. Often it seems we need to be motivated in order the walk seriously with God, and if we are not motivated to walk with God by the days we now living in, something is wrong. As it was in the days of Noah, this prophesy is now being fulfilled in our present time. This generation cannot plan their lives with old age in sight; they will not reach old age.")
Most of the Church doesn't see the coming of this flood, but it isn't "normal" anymore. Pastors will be held accountable. It's right on top of us. It's time to walk with God, & He's giving us grace to do it. He's reserved for us what no generation has been given: to ride through the storm & rise again with a Godly nation. Complacency was the issue in the days of Lot. Noah came into a new & exciting world. Acts 2:20 The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before that great and notable day of the Lord come: We'll still be here saving souls in that time--massive harvest. France coming to naught because of treatment of Huguenots (My note: Wikipedia summary--French Protestants inspired by Calvin; persecution/religious warfare in time led to 3/4 converting to Catholicism, 1/4 fleeing--some to Amer Colonies.) "Tale of Two Cities" contrasts two sides of truth--it's prophetic. God had hold of Chas Dickens's pen. Kingdom of God and darkness.

Spirit of deception & Antichrist rules our educational system. Most believe lie/delusion of evolution. II Thess 2:9 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders. Evolution is theory but not provable; there's $1 million reward offered for anyone who can prove it.

There was Ice Age before Adam. Why? What had happened that it covered what went before? The earth became formless & void after it was created, but before the Ice Age. There was Age of Dinosaurs before Adam. Ages are blurred in the Word. 1st era was Adam's, then Antediluvian Age to the Flood (which ended it). It was age of great rebellion against God before it ended; Noah was only righteous line that came through it. God is saying this is coming in our day. The problem then: Fallen angels interacting with human women--why He destroyed the whole human race. -Will happen now: it's changing human DNA. They produced giants of great evil then: the Nephilim. "Strange" flesh in OT = different genetic breed. Sexual interaction with animals is happening in every Western nation today. God has no other option but to judge this. Demons are human spirits who came out of the Nephilim when killed in the Flood (some in the form of animals, because they were also part of that activity). Demons are earthbound; they can't get off the earth. That's why sexual sin opens the door. There's a bill afoot for animals to have equal rights w/humans. We still have some Nephilim on earth who've interbred. Angels can't reproduce--only humans--that's why they're after us. Gays now say nothing's wrong with pedophilia. American military forces in 2005 shot a giant who was throwing rocks at them in Afghanistan. (Neville held up a rendering at this point of the 15-ft, redheaded giant. Said it never hit the news in America. http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=90).

Rev 13:11-14 Then I saw another beast come up out of the earth. He had two horns like those of a lamb, but he spoke with the voice of a dragon. He exercised all the authority of the first beast. And he required all the earth and its people to worship the first beast... He did astounding miracles, even making fire flash down to earth from the sky while everyone was watching. And with all the miracles he was allowed to perform on behalf of the first beast, he deceived all the people who belong to this world. A year ago, You spoke to Neville about this, & this year--during the last phase of blood moons--the Pope will be addressing the UN Gen Assy 9/25/15 and after that our Congress. Right after Yom Kippur/same week we come into Feast of Tabernacles. That speech will mark the first time ever that the head of the world's Roman Catholic Church will address Congress. Pope Francis is also expected to have a White House meeting with President Obama. He'll also meet with the Secy of the UN. It marks the UN's 70th anniv. Be careful with wolves in lamb's clothing. When this takes place, millions of Catholics will come into the Kingdom of God because they'll be so disillusioned. These are the days in which we're living. Most wars are started while everyone was watching.

The greatest problem initially won't be with the Antichrist but with the False Church (which will have great political clout). Legislation will be enacted that if you're not part of it, you can't officially marry or bury, inherit... Christian Churches will be taxed at the highest income tax rate ever in the U.S., with intent to wipe them out. But it will only make them stronger. Exciting times. False Church will strongly advocate the Mark of the Beast--what the Word says. (We're going to be here when the Antichrist is revealed; that's why we're told not to take a mark.) We're coming to the end real quick--quicker than we think. Won't affect the true Church; we'll rise in greater power and glory and strength--to the dismay of the False Church--as millions come into the Kingdom of God. Great darkness/great light.

(Beginning of 2nd video:) The economies of the world are about to go down, but far worse this time than the last. And storms of lawlessness across our nation, but if we/ really put our trust in You, You're well able to protect me. He saw mobs advancing on the Church to try to dismantle/destroy it, set it on fire in the instant we became blind. That's what Yeshua showed him. Even if we lose our lives, it's no big deal; we're at the end of the age anyway. If
we're killed in Your army, we just join the army on the other side. The fear of death's gotta go. Paul said "I want to go (if I have a choice), even though I'm staying for you (the Church)." Neville said he wants to go as soon as God's mission's fulfilled; otherwise he'll be here until You coming. If we get shot in the head, we won't feel anything--real quick. God took Neville back to the marketplace/arena (Colosseum) & he was amazed there was no fear. The believers were singing hymns & glorifying God when the lions were being released. Neville wondered, "What's wrong w/this people?" and watched carefully. Just before the lions reached them their spirits were already gone from their bodies. It's just the transition into real world.

We're coming to & will experience Feast of Tabernacles next mo (which the early Church went into decline and didn't keep). We had Pentecost; Tabernacles ushers in a new era. Just as being born-again & baptized in Holy Spirit are real, the next will be more real & He will have glorious Church. Will bring us to end of the age.

Two yrs ago, You spoke to Neville about England. He was born there & it's earmarked for massive revival--judgment won't be as severe as in U.S. because we're a covenant nation that's broken Bible covenant. British Empire was one of most remarkable achievements in our lifetime. Most of world map was red for British Empire. What it did in natural was prophetic picture of next revival. Took English language & missionaries to all of these nations--not just a military thing. In the fullness of time, Jesus came. Romans had built shipping routes, roads all over the world, so disciples could take those routes. Same w/Commonwealth nations. Young lions are about to come forth. The Lord is here today as a Lamb & Lion--Neville's seen Him twice since coming into this building today. From the rising of the sun to the going down His Name shall be great, among the Gentiles and wherever incense shall be offered in His Name. The British expansion of their Empire will happen again in the prophetic. France will come to nothing; this time it will be spiritual revival for Britain, even though there will be terrible battles.

When Charismatic move broke out 40 yrs ago, most of the Church didn't embrace it. That's frightening. -Couldn't handle change or moving on, even the Pentecostal pastor over Neville. Most of the Pentecostal Church won't accept what's coming in Tabernacles, and it's far greater. But we will! Joshua sent 12 spies and 10 came back with wrong message: We can't do it. Neville woke with unexplained breeze blowing on him earlier this year. Then it dawned on him, "This must be the Lord," and he asked You what it was. You said, "There's a wind blowing over the Church," and Neville said, "Oh, that's good." You said, "No it isn't; it is a storm of unbelief. It will cut to threads many of the promises I have given to my people." Then you started to talk to Neville about the spies who went in… You said You would be with them and take them in, but they said "We can't do it." They still made it to Heaven but went back into the wilderness for 40 years & died, never fulfilling their destinies. That mustn't happen here. In the days that lie ahead, we must trust You and obey You, and You will take care of us. We have to hear You clearly and ask You to teach us, for Holy Spirit to make us able to hear You. There's going to be a battle for my mind; and it's a battle of unbelief. It's sweeping the world. Neville said it's good—to know what's coming so we can fight it. To be forewarned is to be forearmed. And unbelief will sweep in when You take it to a new phase with the Tabernacles manifestations. It's right on our doorstep now. The transaction happens this year--finally! Neville gets so excited he could go on and on about it.

Pray that England breaks from the EU and for this: A year ago, You translated Neville into Queen Elizabeth II's bedroom in Buckingham Palace and spoke to her through him. You said, "Tell her that she must not let Charles come to the throne (Prince Charles); it must be his younger brother. (Prince Andrew). If Charles comes to the throne, it will be extremely detrimental for England." Neville said, "You want me to tell her that? She's already startled with my being in her bedroom!" but he told her. She looked at Neville and said, "I will be breaking hundreds of years of protocol." Neville said, "But you must do it, and you CAN do it." This year is critical for who follows her. Neville said Charles is a "one world govt. New Ager," and "we don't want to talk about his wife Camilla." Billy Graham led the queen to the Lord, and she's a very godly/good person. Pray for You to give her the courage and strength to do this difficult thing--it's always the older son who inherits. (My note: I wasn't happy to read online that the queen gave her official stamp of approval to gay marriage in England in 2013.) This is a world scene now; now just your nation/our nation. This year's decisions have enormous ramifications for all Western Nations.

Pray for Israel; Neville believes it will take on ISIS and will bomb Iran, and that the whole world will turn against it. Stand with Israel. The problem with Iran is that it's bunkers/nuclear facilities have been so deep underground that America is now sending them $ hundreds of thousands and has said if Israel attacks Iran, America will tell Iran how to stop Israel's attack on them. That's our present gov't, which won't be there for long, but this is very important. Israel has the capacity to go right through those bunkers and it won't give the details to America, and Israel will do so because Iran is bent on annihilating Israel. As the systems of this world are bent on annihilating the Church, false prophets abound all over our nation in the name of the Church. Be very aware of the situation.
Neville was asking You about what to share with us today. He said, "I've heard enough about judgment; I've heard enough about what's coming" and You said, "No, tell them the truth." And Neville said, "But you know, Lord, we need to help them get through this," and while he was talking like this, a song started in the back of his head. He thought, "For goodness sake, I'm talking to the Lord." And he said, "You know, Lord, You've got to help them." The song kept coming and he said, "What is it?" And then he heard the lyrics: When you're weary, feeling small, When tears are in Your eyes, I will dry them all; I'm on your side. When times get rough And friends just can't be found, Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay Me down. Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay it down. When you're down and out, When you're on the street, When evening falls so hard I will comfort you. I'll take your part. When darkness comes and pain is all around. Like a bridge over troubled water I will lay Me down. I provide a bridge for you. I will lay Me down. Sail on silvergirl (the Bride). Sail on by. Your time has come to shine. All your dreams are on their way. See how they shine. If you need a Friend I'm sailing right behind. Like a bridge over troubled water, I will ease your mind. Like a bridge over troubled water, I will ease your mind. Remember this. You will be my bridge and I must become a bridge for other people. A secular song by Paul Simon. Neville looked him up online & Simon said he didn't know how he wrote that song; it wasn't him--it just came out. A prophetic word for America. Be faithful to You and Your Word, and You'll get me through.

Don't compromise truth--Your Word--stand and defend it. Many Pentecostal churches won't take a stand against homosexuality, but he said he wouldn't go there. Hallelujah--there are some great things ahead. Great light and great darkness, and there will be a new kind of grace with Tabernacles that will get us into and through that phase, and it will be poured out upon the Church--both the lion's and the lamb's natures. He stopped and led everyone in prayer. These are the days of Noah & Sodom and Gomorrah.

In the next few years, the waters will be greatly troubled here in America, but the Republic will rise again. Neville prayed for You to strengthen all of us listening--in faith, love & courage; that we'll lean upon You. And that as the winds of unbelief sweep across the Church, we'll rise above it and say, "No, Your Word is true." That we'll not compromise Your Word, that You'll speak to us in dreams & through Your Word, that You'll encourage us, that Your great grace will be upon us to bring us through all that's coming... The greatest time in Church history lies ahead of us now, and the harvest will be great. Be of good courage, we can take the land. Asked for You to impart courage, strength, faith, understanding, wisdom, and no compromise into us.

(Personal comments: I copied a few related Chatstream comments during the 2nd half of this Session. [I hesitate to include them in these notes because I'm wary of throwing around names and dates of sensitive Antichrist/Second Coming "possibilities" that You haven't spoken to me about directly, but I wanted to have them for future reference. One comment was that Terry Bennett was shown the Pope declaring a man to be God in 2022, which led me to bookmark this site with additional comments: http://z3news.com/w/2032-year-lords-return/. I also emailed a Chatstreamer who offered info You gave him re judgment on our Presidency & Hillary Clinton, and he responded with a link to one of his website pages: http://www.spursellpoet.com/home/prophecy/2014-prophecy/the-presidency. I also read on the Chatstream that Neville alluded to Your showing him the Pope is the False Prophet.) (At the end of the Session, I believe someone asked Neville what church he's part of, and Neville responded that where he & his family live, they don't go to a church.)

SESSION 2 - Bro Mark 8/13 9:30 am (just a few highlights)

You, Lord, told him when he read article about man w/chip in his hand that was used to open doors, etc. that the Mark (of the Beast) will use the human nervous system as a transmitter.

You told him Christian musicians are putting forth demonic "new" Christian music--which satan's planned and is using--but listeners don't know it.

You told him new movies are coming out (Harry Potter, horror genres, others...) that are designed to demon-possess watchers.

The Bible isn't a rulebook; it's a lifestyle.

You're going to put prophets among military men to say what to do. God hid them (the prophets) from satan.

You showed Mark Your angel of death who both takes out spirits who don't belong & brings His fire inside us to burn out what's bad in us. You're searching for warriors. The "light horse brigade" is coming--the warriors You're looking
Mark recommended we do as he did: give up favorite TV show (to spend time w/You). (My comment: Amen! How 'bout all TV except what You lead us to watch?)

SESSION 3 - Pastor Joe 8/13 11:15 am (most notes close to verbatim)

Prophetic dreams are important! Joe has them. He has many that he (or his wife) are in but they're not about him; they happen through his eyes. He's had dreams where he's the bad guy and he asked You about it; You told him he's representing people who do this...

He described a recent one/first half: He was invited to speak to a church and the church was a house. How many of you know a House of God is the Church of God? A very large house; 5-10,000 sq ft w/many rooms. He walked in w/this Bible and notebook to preach and as he did, the main living room was about the size of this sanctuary (about 500 seats). He got up to the pulpit w/this Bible, people were sitting there ready and just as he was ready to give his message that he had his notes on, he heard the voice of someone standing behind him--doesn't know who it was--saying, "I want you to speak on the Apostolic." He was unprepared, so he paused and said to himself, "Oh, the Apostolic. Okay..." Paused for about 30 seconds to think about it, and then started to speak about it. In his mind, he thought, Point 1: What is the Apostolic? What's its purpose?... He began with Point 1, "The Apostolic is when the Lord Jesus Himself personally encounters a person--a man or a woman; could be a woman apostle--and personally commissions them. That's how the Apostolic begins." Then he began to give examples & illustrations of how that happens, e.g., he remembered hearing an awesome example on James Robison's program--Life Today--he had a young woman the Lord encountered and sent to Haiti. At first her Apostolic fruit is there; she has a school & orphanage. While he was giving examples, the people weren't interested; started getting up and walking out--going into other rooms in the House to eat, watch TV, hang out & fellowship. Pretty soon there were only 3-4 people left, and Joe thought, "Well, they're leaving; I'm leaving." He picked up his stuff and walked down the aisle and out the front door. He forgot to tell us at the beginning of the dream that when he pulled up to the House, someone took his car & parked it in a large 4-5 car garage. As he walked out the front door a lady (whom Joe knew represented the Church) opened the window from inside and said, "Don't leave us--come stay with US." But what Joe knew about all these people was that they were lukewarm at best--the hottest one was lukewarm. It's really sad and it's a commentary on where much of the Church is. They didn't want to hear the Word of the Lord but wanted him to be with them. Joe said, "No, I'm leaving." And he walked from the front around the side of the House where there was another entrance via the kitchen door. They didn't want to hear the Word of the Lord; they were just standing around eating and fellowshipping. He said, "Can someone get my car out of the garage for me?" (which, in dreams & visions, represents your ministry/call)

Second half of dream: As he was waiting for someone to respond--standing by the kitchen door--he watched person after person (about 8-10 people) just going into the kitchen to eat and fellowship, and he knew each one of them. They were his and his wife's extended family members. Lukewarm at best; most nominal. The kind of people who go to Church on Sundays and completely live for themselves. That's acceptable in America, but it's not acceptable to God. As he watched, his sister went in along with the others, and Joe said she has a genuine love for the Lord (unlike the others), but she's also a died-in-the-wool Catholic--with a sort of blindness of religion on her. But underneath it, her heart is after Jesus. While he was waiting for his car, the garage where there are 5-6 cars parked suddenly began to tremble, and then crashed into the ground. The ridge of the roof was then about 3' above ground. The entire structure and all the cars inside were destroyed. It was like Joe had x-ray vision. There was no foundation; it had been built on a sinkhole. Joe was in awe, thinking, "WOW!" and remembering his car along with the others was destroyed; in other words, don't invest in the lukewarmness. While he was thinking that, the large House began to tremble and again--with x-ray vision--Joe saw that it didn't have a foundation, either. It also crashed down and the roof ridge was barely above ground. The top of the entrance of the door, which is normally about here (he pointed out the level), was about 18" off the ground. Then Joe panicked when he thought of all the people inside--wondering if they were all killed, maimed or injured. His heart began to race and he leaned over and hollered down, "Hey, are you guys okay?" and he was shocked when everyone answered, "Yeah, we're all fine." "No one's injured?" "No, we're fine." The timbers were broken, the structure destroyed, but the people were okay. But he thought about his sister & called her name. There was no answer, so he crawled down in the hole & got in the House, where all the people were just standing around. He saw someone w/a shovel and dirt was flying. So he
ran over & she had been knocked down, only temporarily unconscious with the breath knocked out of her, and was coming to. Unharmed, but traumatized. Joe called her name & asked if she was okay. With trembling lips/voice, she said, "Oh, I have the burden of the Lord! I was devastated by the fall of the House." Joe knelled down and put his hand on her and began to pray, knowing she'd be okay. He got up and the dream ended.

You said to Joe, just as he was unprepared for what was coming, "I'm going to release the Apostolic without warning." (The Church is not prepared for it.) "I'm going to release the true Apostolic, and those that reject it (the churches and ministries) will fall. They are not built on a foundation to be able to sustain what I am about to release in the earth. The Apostolic will build My House that has My Glory!"

We need to pray for Catholics, people in denominations. There are many Catholics who love the Lord, who good people. But Catholicism's going to be exposed & will be emotionally devastating to people. Joe was in the Catholic Church for the 1st 21 yrs of his life. And Catholics are told, in essence, that that is the One true Church--almost "The way, the truth and the life." So, it's actually a good thing. We're going to see the emerging of an Apostolic Church, and the destruction--the caving in--of everything that isn't built on the Foundation of Jesus Christ. That's a good dream; we need the Apostolic. What follows the true Apostolic is not merely revival; it's reformation. It's dropping a plumb line; it's bringing the standard of Heaven. It isn't a 4-color card that says "Apostle doo-dad" in a network of churches. It builds people & communities to become habitations of the glory of God. What follows the Apostolic? Persecution, rioting & judgment. That's NT. We want the true Apostolic. But when it comes, satanic persecution is right behind it. But I want it! Don't you? Not sure how it'll all look, but we NEED the House of God in the last days!

So Joe talked a little about it--on building the One Foundation on Jesus Christ. Paul wrote: 1 Cor 3:5-7 Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but ministers by whom you believed, even as the Lord gave to every man? I have planted, Apollos watered; but God gave the increase. So then neither is he that plants anything, nor he that waters; but God who gives the increase. We are what we are by the grace of God. (I am what I am only by Your grace--thank You, Lord!) Like Mark Johnson said, let's stop all the pulpit worship. REAL apostles--like Paul or Barnabas--if you start to exalt them will tear their clothes. & say: "We're men of like passions: Worship GOD!" Where is that today? V 9-10 We are God's fellow workers, you are God's field, God's building. According to the grace of God which is given to me, as a wise master-builder, I have laid the foundation, and another buildeth upon it. But let every man take heed how he buildeth upon it. Apostolic is wise master builders--prophets & apostles. Verses 11-15 take heed how he builds upon it, for NO OTHER FOUNDATION can anyone lay THAN THAT WHICH IS LAID, which is JESUS CHRIST. If any man builds on this foundation... wood, hay, stubble; each one's work will become clear for the day will declare it because it will be revealed by fire, and the fire will test each man's work--of what sort it is. If anyone's work which is built upon it endures, he will receive a reward. If anyone's work is burned, he will suffer loss, but he himself will be saved--yet so as through fire.

Listen: the fire of God is coming to everything I've done in my life; everything we do. Every believer, every church has a ministry and IS a ministry. When You weigh a church, a lot of it's going to burn up. What You're looking for is the image of Jesus Christ reformed on the soul of the human being. That's what has weight! Here's what our foundation is: You--the Person Jesus Christ. Paul wrote near the end of his life Phil 3:10 Oh, that I may know YOU! Paul's already wrestled w/principalities, planted churches, routed demons, raised the dead, been beaten & shipwrecked, stoned day & night in the deep, two perils in the country. He's gone on & preached the Kingdom of God and in jail says, OH, THAT I MAY KNOW YOU! And the power of Your resurrection. We can't know the power of Your resurrection until we know You! And the fellowship of Your sufferings; being made conformable to Your death. That was Paul the apostle's burning passion. It takes the power of Your resurrection to be able to bear the fellowship of Your sufferings. And we MUST HAVE the knowledge of You, the power of Your resurrection, AND bear the fellowship of Your sufferings in order to be conformed into Your image.

That's the Church that Jesus is building. So, the foundation must be built on: 1) Knowing Jesus and 2) Conforming to Jesus' image. Every ministry that we do ought to be about this. Is it helping people to know Jesus better? Is it conforming people to the image of Jesus? and 3) Manifesting Jesus. Bobby Connor had an awesome encounter in which Jesus appeared to him face-to-face and said, "Bobby, My entire earthly ministry can be summed up in one verse: John 17:6 Father, I have manifested Your name". Let that sink in. "Name" means "character and nature." The whole reason Jesus came on the earth was to manifest the character and nature. He did it so completely that when Philip said, "Show us the Father & we'll be happy," Jesus said, "Phillip, if you see me You've seen the Father. I didn't come to do My own works; I don't do the works--it's the Father in Me. It's written (about Me) in The Book, 'I've come to do Your will.'"
We have the same call: Knowing Him, conforming to His image and manifesting Him—everything outside of that is wood, hay & stubble. It doesn’t matter if we can prophesy & heal the sick, how big our ministry or church are, how many people watch us. 1 John 4:16 God is Love. We have to define it. In the American culture, we subconsciously think that means “nice.” And we ought to be nice because brotherly kindness is part of love. But 1 John 3:16 gives us the definition of love: This is how we know what love is: You, Jesus, laid down Your life for me/us. And I ought to lay down my life for my brothers and sisters. You’re wanting to conform us to THAT kind of love, not merely ”nice.” You can be a nice person and corrupt on the inside—mannered, civil, sweet, nice and rotten. 1 John 4:17 Love is made perfect in Me (Love laid down Its/His life), so on the day of judgement I can have boldness. THAT’s the foundation I—the Church—am to be built on. Your love in me.

Summation: We have to get this clear. Shakings are at the door & have started. Everything that can be shaken will shake. The only thing that won’t shake is the Kingdom, and the Kingdom is where King Jesus is King—in my heart. As Neville said, it's not about our dream, it's about the dream of You Father for Your Son. When You were baptized in the Jordan, Jesus, Father looked at You with such pleasure He couldn’t even restrain Himself. He opened up Heaven and leaned over and said, “That’s My Son, in whom I’m well pleased.” You're so pleased w/Jesus that You have a plan—to make millions just like Him. THAT’S the Kingdom. Matt 22: Jesus said, "Here's what the Kingdom is, it's the King arranging a wedding for His Son."

Recap: Four corners of the foundation everything is built/to be built on: 1) Knowing You, Jesus. 2) Conforming to Your image. 3) Manifesting You. 4) Abiding in You.

Eph 5:22-23 Paul speaks of relationship of husbands & wives. Men have a tall order: love your wives as You, Jesus, love the Church & gave/give Yourself for her. Joe said he's still falling short; has anyone listening arrived yet? We're always on a journey. Wives, submit to your husbands in all things, as (we're also to do) to You, Lord. In that context, v 31-32. For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh. (It's quote from Gen:1—being conformed to the image of Christ.) --A great mystery, but Paul speaks (through Your revelation) concerning You, Jesus, & we, Your Church—that Adam & Eve are a type of Christ in the Church. Gen 1:26 Then God said, Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth. His order: Your God is the first thing, dominion is 2nd. We only have dominion to the degree that we have Your image. Gen 2:7 Then the Lord God formed man of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living being. Adam is a type of Christ & Adam & Eve a pic of You in the Church. You formed Adam. V 2:21-23 So the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then He took one of his ribs and closed up the flesh at that place. And the rib that the Lord God had taken from the man he made into a woman and brought her to the man. The man said, This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called 'woman,' for she was taken out of man. You formed Adam/built (made) Eve. Like someone said, when Adam looked at Eve he said, "She's built!"

The highest goal of the Church is to conform to Christ—know You, love You, abide in You, manifest You. Let us have Your image in us; Adam is type of Christ; Eve is type of the Church—the apostolic burden. Gal 4:19 My children, of whom I (Paul) TRAVAIL again until Christ is formed (as Adam) in you, for Matt 16:18 I will build MY Church. Sometimes we get it backwards—focusing on getting people to do stuff-- building org's & structures, having meetings & progs, making the Church grow, doin' our stuff. But You, Jesus, said the first thing is You're formed in me & You build the Church. We need to let You do it; going back to divine Apostolic order: You in us. I have authority only to the degree that I love, that I'm dead to self and possessed by Your love. Die more, love more, die more, love more… It's Your dominion.

Joe's very excited that what You want to build in the Church can't be sustained unless it's on/in us with You as our foundation; for You to be formed in us (the Apostles' burden/goal). Col 1:28 Jesus we preach; WARNING & TEACHING every man in all wisdom, that we may present EVERY MAN PERFECT (not just Neville & Sundar) in Jesus. Where is that on our American landscape? It's not criticism, but assessing where we are. Paul wrote to this to the Corinthians in 2 Cor 11:2: I have betrothed you as a chaste virgin to Christ. He knew anything else would burn up. It's each of us coming to the full maturity of You, Christ, & this mindset being brought back into the Church. Your grace is here for it. That's the grace msg we need—not permission to live a sloppy life, but to be transformed into Your image. Eph 5:25-27 …as You love me and gave Yourself for me. Why did You? To sanctify and cleanse me with the washing of water by Your Word(s), to present me & all of us to You glorious, not with spots or wrinkles but holy and unblemished. Eph 4:13 Till we ALL (including I) come in unity in our (my) faith and in knowing You, God's Son, into a PERFECT man, to the measure of the stature of Your fullness, Jesus!
Deliver us from our aimless conduct! We're wasting time; we must redeem the time! We're running a race like Paul and his wasn't his ministry—that was his course—the race was to become fully perfected/abiding in Christ. This is the call of God that must go out to the Church. Jesus, You're coming back for Your bride; and she (l) will (must) be commensurate/equally yoked with You. (Forgive me, Lord!) Titus 2:14 You gave Yourself for me that You might redeem me from every lawless deed and purify me for Yourself. I've been bought with a price (the highest)—Your blood, Jesus, for this purpose: (not for the Church, for our ministry)—for YOU. (Joe was very moved/weeping in spirit as he shared this and many things during this conference.) (Romans 11:36) For from You and through You and for You, Jesus, are all things. (Col 1:19) For it pleased You, Father, that in Jesus should all fullness dwell. Your gave Yourself for us/me to present me to Yourself so You can have Your own special people that are Yours—who've made a choice/decision that You will be my portion/my reward, Jesus. You are my first love, You are my passion. I will give myself to YOU. I've been redeemed for this; it's my foundation.

Hebrews 6:1 (Let me move beyond the elementary… and taken forward to maturity…)—Until we/I KNOW that that's my calling. Understand from the Scripture that You call every believer to Your full stature. You expect and want it, You're giving me ample grace to do it, and it's my goal. I need to start pursuing it. (Phil 3:6) Paul said I count all things but loss for the best of knowing You. Joe had us read this: Phil 3:12-15 I press for mark for the prize (goal) of Your highest calling God (to be fully) in Christ Jesus. I haven't obtained it or been perfected (yet), BUT I press to lay hold of that which You've laid hold of for me, Jesus. Let those who are mature have this mind, and if I think otherwise You'll reveal it to us/me. If well can regain the NT mindset that the apostles had—that they received from You directly, Jesus—and come to Your will & intention of full stature: for every Church to be a habitation of Your glory—centers of Your glory on earth… It's the reason You apprehended/called us/me—for FULL UNION WITH YOU, Jesus. It's what You prayed in John 17:21—oneness w/You—that's the best evangelism program—then we'll be sought out w/people looking to get saved. It's a process but I must know that You, Jesus, are my goal, life, reward, wisdom, portion, beginning-alpha, end-omega, first, last, joy. We're/I'm gonna be shocked if I focus on my ministry more than you. My ministry is just my lamp. Without You I can do/am nothing. You're The and my all-in-all.

Have leaders been leading us into this? -Not into sinless perfection but what it means in Greek: "complete wholeness" (fully infused w/You who are perfection)? Perfect means if I have 499 jigsaw pieces it isn't perfect until the last piece is in place. Joe's going for full union & said pastors, leaders, all need to be going after this—knowing You. Joe doesn't know how many in American Church are panting for full union w/You. Coming shakings will help us get on Foundation—to see what isn't of You that we're trusting in. Don't weep, give You praise and let them fall. You said You'll build Your Church and the gates of Hell won't prevail against it/us—Your Church filled with living stones. (Personal note: I looked up "gates of Hell" and it also literally means "the unseen entrance" [of the enemy]).

Evangelism isn't the foundation, even though we must evangelize. Neither is societal reformation or taking the 7 Mountains. Transformation of society can be a bi-product of the foundation of Christ laid in the hearts of people; pursuing Jesus. It might seem settled, but it isn't. The Kingdom of God is inside us; the hope of glory. Not that we don't want to influence society. And some cultures won't change. Look at the 1st century apostles; they were beaten & run out of some towns they weren't able to transform. If our goal is to transform a town; we can labor to do it and miss Christ being transformed in us and others. But, if we have Christ transformed in us, all the towns He wants to transform through us will. Right divine order. Joe hopes he didn't offend anyone. This is the Church w/the lampstand; the one Jesus inhabits. Mark 1:29-33 Jesus went into Peter's house and raised up his mother-in-law; then the whole city gathered at the door. There was no evangelism program; Jesus was in the house.

The apostolic will lay a foundation of Christ to be formed in us. Christianity 101: Rich young ruler knelt down, asked Jesus what he had to do to be saved. The Bible doesn't say this, but Joe's guessing that Jesus said as he was looking at this man, "You know, the law's a schoolmaster to lead us to Jesus. The law isn't life. But He used the law to expose our need for Him. So, the Lord said, "Keep all the commandments." "Oh, I have—all of them." The man may have been sincere, but Jesus saw right into the idolatry of money and his heart. Bible says, "He looked at him; loved him—then said "Go, sell all you have and give it to the poor, and then come follow Me." And the man went away saddened because he was rich. Another time in Luke 14 when Jesus saw great crowds following Him, (Joe wonders if He thought to Himself, "I wonder if anyone's getting this?) He said, "Anyone who wants to come after Me, let Him deny himself, take up his Cross." They knew in that day what that meant—a torturous, slow painful execution. "If anyone wants to follow Me, let him be willing to die painful death." It's not all suffering to follow Jesus. There is death, but there's also life. Death and life, death and life, death and life. Every level of death births another level of life. Christianity 101 according to Jesus always begins with this: "Deny self, take up the Cross, follow Me."
Now--today--we have all kinds of messages: How to get your blessing, how to get your breakthrough. We use this as a "go-to" menu and find just the positive messages. We've raised up a generation of people who are self-centered, who go from church to church seeking how God can fulfill all their stinkin' dreams. Joe remarked, "That wasn't very nice--the way I said those things." Listen: Jesus IS our portion. Joe said he was done with his msg and wanted to sing this song, which he began: "Jesus, what a wonder You are. You are so gentle; so pure and so kind. You shine like the morning star. Jesus, what a wonder You are."

**SESSION 4 (split into 2 videos) - Bro Sundar 8/13 6:30 pm - Intro to Power of God in Last Days (detailed notes)**

This conference is his/our annual "family" gathering. He has a new book, "On Dove's Wings (Part 1)" re 9 gifts of the Spirit. Part 2 (next month) will be "On Eagle's Wings" re 7 spirits of God. -Began in 1997--and the last chapter took 18 yrs--but You told him a month ago that this is to be known now.

Sri Lankan pastor Sundar was under had powerful word of knowledge gift. Sundar asked how it came to him and the man just said, "It came; you just know… you know, that you know, that you know…" So Sundar asked You about the gifts--research from Holy Spirit: There are 7 anointings on each gift to grow in. Sharpening increases. Tongues & interpretation is the last chapter; never read of Jesus doing them. Holy Spirit said it did manifest in Jesus' life and showed him where. God will pour out His glory on the Church in great measure.

You, God, judge for redemption. Usually You speak kindly but we're all obstinate/stubborn people. Shepherd w/obstinate sheep breaks its leg, bandages it, and then carries it on his shoulders all during the healing process, so it will learn to obey. You do the same. Mercy triumphs over judgment, so America can rise up to its former place. Pastor Joe wrote about it in two books--the 1st about judging, the 2nd about raising. Joe gets many dreams/visions about the U.S. from You. David Wilkerson was a mighty prophet, also Billy Graham in his last years re judgment, the 2nd Coming & preparing to meet You. Sundar also shared frightening dreams he saw in June (of this yr) in Costa Mesa (CA) & in Houston. Labor pains increasing… You told him 10-12 yrs ago: "Destiny of U.S. will be decided very soon." He made DVD of Sundar interviewing Joe Sweet 7/4/15 on Angel TV about this.

As he waited on You this afternoon, Sundar saw a prophetic conference in Heaven. Said judgment coming to U.S. soon, but gave msg for us on how to escape: Ezek 9:4 And the LORD said unto him, Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof. When we do this, it brings my own sin to the surface so I will deal with it to be protected. Sundar prayed these things for the audience & webstreamers at this time, and asked You to hold us to Your bosom.

Sundar said his message now (tonight) for us is the last-days anointing. During period of judgment, the Church is purified/refined and will become brighter. You told him to reveal what's in his (Sundar's) book. Sundar was flying here on Aug 11 (yesterday), and as he was walking on the bridge (Luke 24:15-17?) he felt You (Jesus) join him. And He told you, "At this conference you shall declare the beginning of the manifestation of the powers of the age to come."--The last-days anointing that will be poured out upon this world. Sundar said serving You with our whole heart is it.

Many (incl me) have hindered Him, so He hasn't been able to do what He wanted to, but now He will pour out/anoint all of us--seniors, kids… who are waiting for move of God. (I missed some of what Sundar shared here. Picked up again at 8:30 pm when he said:) Selfless/nameless/faceless people will serve Him in the last days. Tares/goats (pretenders) will be shaken out soon. (A Chatstreamer wrote that Neville said He will give us as much as our LOVE can carry--a very personal Word for me because of what You're telling me about love.)

(1 missed writing some words completely & accurately here:) The 4 blood moons & solar eclipses fulfill Joel 2:31 The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the terrible day of the LORD comes. and Joel 3:15 The sun and the moon shall be darkened, and the stars shall withdraw their shining. Separation of the wheat & tares is now coming after the sign in September. Those who care will take Your mark. You're constantly thinking about us/me (and I need to be thinking of You all the time).

Everything will be shaken, including those pretending to be sheep… when they're/we're filthy… we've been pretending. Jesus called the Pharisees whitewashed tombs… He saw the rottenness, the pretention in their hearts, and He instantly rebuked it. You can fool a man--church leaders, church pastors, anybody under the sun--except
the Holy Spirit, the living God, He who's eyes burn with fire. His eyes are so pure that He cannot behold evil. So those eyes are fiery, like a laser--cut/pierce through anything. Those eyes of fire will now divide the sheep from the goats, good from bad, righteous from unrighteous, godly from ungodly. That is a sign that' going to take place. Angels have been released all over the earth to mark out what we've just read in Eze 9 in every church, to set a mark upon those who are the truly godly ones. How to identify them? Eze 9:4 tells us very clearly--those that sigh and cry (moan, groan, pray) for all the abominations done in our midst (the sins of our city). Most of us just walk away, even from our own family members who're caught up--but those of us who will care like our good Shepherd (1 Peter 5:7)... will be anointed with Your last-days power.

Examples (of the magnitude) in Your Word: Ex 19:16-19 And it came to pass on the third day in the morning, that there were thunders and lightnings, and a thick cloud upon the mount, and the "voice of the trumpet" exceeding loud; so that all the people that was in the camp trembled... And when the "voice of the trumpet" sounded long, and waxed louder and louder... A trumpet doesn't have a voice. In 1 Cor 15:52 it "sounds" when the dead are raised, which is a different verb. Rev 4:1 After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which I heard was as it were of a "trumpet talking with me (John);" which said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be hereafter. Ps 150:6 Let every thing that has breath praise the Lord. The verses about every thing refer to everything with zoe life--including the plants behind the lectern--which Sundar pointed to. Each petal has a voice in the Heaven--heralding Your presence/announcing Your coming. The grass in Heaven could say if you step on it, "Get off, you're walking on my back." In Acts 2:1-3 at Pentecost there was a sound from Heaven like wind & fire. In 1 Kings 19:11-13 Elijah was discouraged & hiding when You came in wind, earthquake (shaking), fire and then spoke. In Eze 1:4 You sent Your glory in a whirlwind, cloud & fire. Those weren't the last times for this to happen. In the last days--which began when Jesus came, and we're in the last chapter/last lap to be run--it will happen again. In the last 100-yard dash of a race everything's let loose, and You will pour out everything in Your arsenal.

It's because of Rev 12:9 & 17 which is coming: And the great dragon was thrown out, the ancient serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, deceiving the whole inhabited world. He was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were thrown down with him. And the dragon was enraged at the woman, and went to make to war with the rest of her children, who keep the commandments of God and hold to the testimony of Jesus... So, the devil and all his forces will be cast out of the 2nd Heaven to here on earth with great power & anger--much worse than today--to make war with us, so we need equal power. We've underestimated the enemy. He was: 1) the anointed cherub in the Garden before Adam & Eve, 2) walking on the coals of fire (which are the place of Your revealed secrets in Heaven, and 3) an enormous angel. Just one angel of many lighted the entire earth when he came down in Rev 18:1. And it's 93 million miles from the sun to earth. Sundar said that would be LFC (like KFC) here: Lancaster fried chicken (laughter in background). How much more the chief, whose name means "sun of brightness." He was like God, that's why he had the boldness to challenge God. How will we deal with him? We'll confront him when he's been cast out and makes war with us. His last chance of taking Heaven's gone at that point, so he'll want to do as much harm as possible--kill as many as he can. So, he'll anoint the antichrist & false prophet with his power.

Revelation chapters 11 and 13 will occur simultaneously--Your power and the enemy's power poured out--so the whole world will be confused about who to believe. Your two witnesses (Mosel & Elijah) will be with us in Israel and we'll be part of their worldwide company. You've reserved Your best for the coming days for us to display. Joel 2:30-32 And I will shew wonders in the heavens and in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood... And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved: for in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the LORD hath said, and in the remnant whom the Lord shall call. Sundar said this afternoon as he was preparing for this session, the prophet Joel came and stood before him. He said that "saved" in this verse also means "protected," and that "the remnant called by You" are the ones filed with the powers of the age to come. The whole body of Christ is not the Bride. Only the remnant Bride shall be raptured; she who's made herself ready to walk down the aisle. (Sundar illustrated this by describing a wedding taking place here where when the Bride is to walk down the aisle, every woman in the church gets up and walks down it together--causing confusion for the groom and everyone else.)

It will be the prophetic time of Joel 2:28-29 And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out My spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions: And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I pour out My spirit. And Haggai 2:9 The glory of this latter house shall be greater than of the former... So much so, that Moses & Elijah will envoy our days. Rev 1:3 Blessed (happy, to be envied) is he who reads and those who hear the words of the prophecy, and heed the things which are written in it; for the time is near.
At the end of Sundar’s (most recent?) 40-day fast, You showed him things to come. He touched a wall and it disappeared and he saw beyond it, looking for but not finding one standout person of great influence (like Billy Graham) on the earth in the time ahead. You said they'll be the nobodies—the children, the nameless & selfless ones… With You, ALL things are possible, and to us who believe. We need to kill the enemy of doubt. Today, we believe with our heart and doubt with our mind at the same time, and they must agree. Ps 19:14 Let the words of my mouth, AND the meditation of my heart, be acceptable in Your sight, O Lord, my strength, and my redeemer. Joel 2:23 …He will cause to come down for you the rain, the former rain, and the latter rain in the first month (together). The former and latter rain coming together = perfect storm sweeping over the whole world. We've not seen Him as a storm. Eze 37:9 …Come, breath, from the four winds and breathe into these slain, that they may live. He called forth the four winds, resurrected dry bones, shaking Heaven & earth as never seen since the creation of Heaven (before this world was created). Acts 2:2 And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting. Haggai 2:6-7 This is what the Lord Almighty says: 'In a little while I will once more shake the heavens and the earth, the sea and the dry land. I will shake all nations, and what is desired by all nations will come, and I will fill this house with glory,' says the Lord Almighty. This is your perfect storm that will fill the whole earth.

Ezekiel 37:9 + Isa 11:2 And the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord. + Rev 4:5 From the throne came flashes of lightning, rumblings and peals of thunder. In front of the throne, seven lamps were blazing. These are the seven spirits of God. These verses, in a whirlwind of fire within the cloud will be the manifestation of Holy Spirit's full power.

This afternoon, Sundar saw the whirlwind, like a typhoon. Eze 1:4 As I looked, I saw a great storm coming from the north, driving before it a huge cloud that flashed with lightning and shone with brilliant light. There was fire inside the cloud, and in the middle of the fire glowed something like gleaming amber. A whirlwind destroys everything in its path--tearing down everything manmade--which You'll do in the Spirit. Dan 11:32 …the people that do know their God shall be strong, and do exploits. Eph 1:19 And what is the exceeding greatness of His power to us-ward who believe, according to the working of His mighty power is to be revealed to Your remnant. Exploits = exceeding greatness, and exceeding means continually exceeding/unlimited.

Before we/l can be trusted with this power, we/l must KNOW YOU (yada = deep, intimate experiential knowledge), not attend a conference and go home. This is Paul's and Your first message given to the first of the seven churches in 1 Cor and Rev 2:4--and to us--we have left our first love (You and of You). -Fire fizzling to lukewarmness & trying to warm the pews with artificial fire. Our/my relationship with You is most important--not the powers of the age to come. Prov 8:30-31 Then I was constantly at Your side. I was filled with delight day after day, rejoicing always in Your presence, rejoicing in his whole world and delighting in mankind. All else is temporary--our love for each other will last forever. We don't want to be spectators; get on the field and kick the ball. You are counting on us/me.

Sundar closed in prayer for us. He said you've assigned many angels at this conference who are standing beside us to make things simpler to understand so we can be Your remnant chosen by You, and each of us hear our call and our destiny. -That what our paths are will be made crystal clear and we'll experience it. He saw an angel with a torch of the fire of Your glory coming forth and said he will give it to those whom You've called. (An angel said there are two people here who have a specific call to do great things but they've missed it. He said repent with all your hearts and walk with Him, and an even greater torch will be given. He said some will receive it for the first time. There's one here involved in youth ministry whom he prayed You'll raise up to walk in Your great power, and he said it will burn you first, but then you're to use it to fire up others. There are also angels w/scrolls to give to those who've prayed for a long time to know their purpose. One pastor here has been asking You and crying out for how to build Your Church in Your way, and he's being given a scroll with blueprints… Sundar told the youth here to cry out for Your glory… Angels will visit several here. He asked us to lift holy hands and praise/bless You, and everyone sang How Great Thou Art. He also prayed for the webstreamers [and I know that includes those of us watching at a later time].)

Sundar reminded everyone that if we don't qualify, the anointing will kill us. Handle it carefully.

SESSION 5A&B - Bro Sundar 8/14 9:30 & 11:30 am - 7 Powers of God and 7 Spirits of God + How to Receive Your Power in the Last Days (almost complete notes)
Receiving Your power isn't free, unlike Your gifts. We must live our lives to qualify us to be endued or the anointing. You would give to set others free would kill us.

Rev 5:6 Then I saw a Lamb, looking as if it had been slain, standing at the center of the throne, encircled by the four living creatures and the elders. The Lamb had seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the earth. (1-Lamb slain, 2-seven eyes, 3-seven horns, 4-seven Spirits of God sent forth to whole earth). The final Pentecost is coming, wherever the remnant are. 1st Pentecost began w/Jews only. Neville & Sundar used to speak together at local churches all over U.S. But God said focus on Shekinah in Lancaster because it's a place of safety & refuge, a place where His glory will come to abide. So it’s a training ground and the remnant will come to it. (He wants combined churches around the world to join/come together to foster unity and benefit more. They'll be taught & healed by the Lord himself here. Don't want traditionalists; dogs fight over dry bones instead of meat (Pharisees & Sadducees)--doubters. The harlots, beggars, will come in before we do--they will go after Jesus Himself--childlike faith. He's raising up remnant company who don't want anything (or anyone) else. Jesus called Sundar, and that's all Sundar's cared about. Matt 17-disciples saw Jesus transformed & HS came down like cloud, heard Father's voice (Trinity). At the end of the day only they had/saw Jesus; same for us. You're the object of our love, service. Everything should come out of our relationship w/You, Jesus.

7 eyes=7 prophetic anointings to see into prophetic realm. Divided among the remnant so we can't boast & it's Body ministry. To estab 1st church of Samaria, Phillip texted Peter: Great revival in Samaria-come immediately. Peter & John put hands on new believers to receive HS. Why: because it wasn't each-his-own ministry. Need same mindset in these last days. I'm not a superstar or specialist. Faceless, nameless, selfless--to those He will entrust awesome powers that Heaven hasn't even seen yet!! (Has been kept hidden 'til now.)

At a conference in India, You stretched out hand-size, round golden bowl that was translucent, w/light shining out from it in all directions. Sundar saw figurine like wild ox that was bearing (holding) the bowl. There was liquid light in the bowl; looked and moved like oil. The ox was moving, turning its head. Sundar thought it was from the devil. His mind raced to, "Where is it written in the Bible?"--box theology. But he saw a vision in middle of conference (during Feast of Pentecost). The oil was poured on Sundar's head and he was told to drink it at the same time. Ps 92:10 My horn you will exhort like a wild ox, and I will be anointed with fresh oil. Hebrew "horn"=kehren (something that is projecting like ivory or corner of the altar, peak of mtn or ray of light and power. Green keres is symbol of strength. Both define a power & strength; always equated w/symbol of horn. Sundar gave several verses that show strength associated w/stone: Joshua 6:4-10 marching around Jericho & blew horns--then power of God manifested. Matt 28:18 Now all power/authority in Heaven and on earth is given to Me (when Jesus rose from the dead). Greek: "power"=exousia (force, delegated influence, power & strength-unlimited. #7 in Bible signifies completeness. Manifested as 7 horns on the Lamb in Revelation 5:6, that/Who stands before God to receive the last-days' (glory & honor? bride? I missed what Sundar said).

What are 7 powers/horns: 1) Power to stand before kings & cause nations to tremble and shake. 1 Kings 18:17-18 Elijah encountered Ahab, who asked "Is that you, trouble of Israel (troublemaker)?" Elijah said, "I haven't troubled Israel, but YOU and your father's house HAVE by forsaking God and following Boaz." If I were asked to speak to our CA governor or to Obama, what would I say? "Why me? I'm afraid."--The security people would throw me into prison. Today, we speak like this, but when His anointing comes upon us, we'll be the One ox--doubly stubborn, couldn't care less, bulldozing at anyone. That's the boldness/strength coming upon us who only bow to Him. Ex 5:1 Moses's & Pharaoh's 1st encounter. Moses was bold; "Thus saith the Lord." Pharaoh couldn't have cared less. Moses kept on speaking. Jesus was told to be careful, "Herod is seeking your life." "Go and tell that snake..." was Jesus' response. We'll stand and declare "Let my people go!"--as it happened in the days of Moses & Elijah (gov't enslaving people & making the nation idolatrous).

2) Power to change nature and command it to obey. Weather patterns will alter course. We will represent Moses & Elijah company to command the earth at the end. Ex 10:22-23 So Moses stretched out his hand toward heaven, and there was pitch darkness in all the land of Egypt three days. No one could see anyone else or move about for three days. Yet all the Israelites had light in the places where they lived. Total solar & lunar eclipse + great darkness swept over Egypt & didn't leave until Moses commanded it. Accord to science, in a total solar eclipse the world isn't totally dark, but these verses say it covered the entire earth & could be felt. 1 Kings 17:1 Elijah commanded rains to stop upon Israel for 3 years. Will only rain when I command. Our weathermen have no power. Joshua 10:12-13 Joshua commanded sun & moon to stand still. (The sun is 93 million miles away from earth; moon only 220,000 miles). One small man on planet earth said it, and it obeyed; will study how tomorrow. It's not only speaking it, but having help (Body unity)--all forces moving together. When God came against Israel (Moses &
Elijah commanded judgment), God caused outburst of thunder & lightening (nature) to deliver Israel. The whole world will come under the Antichrist's laws & army. God will release the power/authority to the remnant to cause deliverance.

3) Power to shame their enemies and glorify God's name. Say we're confronted by enemy. Three examples:

Exodus 7:10-12 Moses went into Pharaoh's court & rod became a snake. Everyone clapped. It was a 10-ft black cobra which was worshipped by the Egyptians—not one of the small ones. Pharaoh ran away (of course). Aaron took his hand away from Moses when 3 other rods became snakes. Was world-wrestling fight then. For a moment, all our faith would take flight in this situation. So, Moses' cobra swallowed the other three. The cobras must have been dumb. Moses's couldn't have swallowed all three at the same time. When God manifests, it will arrest the enemy so he has no escape. Science tells us when a lion roars, 8 miles away its prey will freeze in terror. God--our Lion--will roar. The two cobras left were put to shame and fled. 1 Kings 18:17-39 Elijah caused confrontation to show our God is the True God. 450 prophets of Baal tried all day, but Elijah lifted up his hand & commanded fire to come down from Heaven. Acts 28:3-6 When Paul preached gospel & viper bit him, he just flung it off without concern/fear. We'll face our enemies boldly, like it's nothing. Daniel in the lion's den slept peacefully all night using a lion as pillow. Will any of us go to SD zoo & spend the night w/ a lion? We'd be screaming & shouting to get out. With anointing, we won't fear anything. Another characteristic we must/will possess: The LOVE OF CHRIST. Perfect love casts out fear… (Missed getting notes here about a bull charging) & flows out from Him.

4) Power for strength to change the weak into strong. Like incredible hawk. Maybe Hollywood has done this to prepare us for this transformation. Tiny man into out-of-proportion stature w/super strength--Superman. Anointing will change a weak person into a strong person, so God's people who're captured will be set free and tear apart Antichrist's mouth, arms, legs & hands. Judges 13:5-6 Sampson tore apart Philistine's lion, 1 Samuel 17:45-51 small shepherd boy David confronted Goliath. Neville shared yesterday about a giant throwing stones. David hit Goliath w/a stone. How was it possible: You working behind the scenes. How can a small stone go through scull & out the other side? Anointing w/force—even through thick steel/concrete: Supernatural. Sundar saw in a vision that when oil was poured on weak person, he became strong & went to break prison bars & set captives free. Some of us will be thrown behind bars awaiting execution for not accepting the Antichrist or taking Mark of the Beast. The Church was praying the whole night in fright, but God said Peter would die in very old age. When do we get old? So Peter knew his time hadn't come when he was sleeping with the lion. Then came deliverance. He will set God's people free. His anointing will also command & empower the remnant to command mountains to move so a path can be made to walk through. Jesus said we could do it—not a figurative mountain; a real one. We will! It's the lion's roar through our voice, through us. The voice of the Lord will break anything apart in pieces—through our commands. Not science fiction. It's real and it's going to happen in these last days. That's why eyes haven't seen, ears haven't heard before—beyond. Are we just saying yes, or are we the remnant? Sundar believes we are and we'll do it.

5) Power to work creative miracles. At least 3 kinds: Multiplication of food for God's people who don't receive the Mark of the Beast. (Can't buy/sell for food) One loaf—look up, thank Him—divide it into hundreds. 2) Commanding food to come down from Heaven. Manna is just one kind. It will happen again. As Neville said, if it happened once, it can happen again, and over and over. Numbers 20:8 No water. Moses said water, come out; problem solved. Enough to satisfy 3 million from a small rock. Scientists said there's water in some rocks; but only tricklets. Supernatural provision; we will do it. Water poisoned by chemical gasses, waste: we'll touch water & command it to turn into sweet drinking water. Molecules will change. Healings & re-creative miracles: cut limbs rejoined, raising the dead—those injured by Antichrist's army. There will be casualties on both sides. Bullets can't kill us. Sundar once saw a vision of small # of youths in their early 20s against the enemy; he was their captain leading them, with old-fashioned English castle on one end of drawbridge. Huge, fierce, intimidating enemy came w/modern weapons & his team had swords. Bullets are faster than swords. They were about 30 feet away. Sundar wondered, "What shall we do?" He looked back at the youths who said, "Charge! We can take them." Enemy was taunting, inviting. Sundar thought, "Let's die valiantly" & said "Charge." 100s of bullets came and Sundar dropped down like he was dead, frozen. Then, after a while an anointing came upon him and he opened his eyes & looked around. 10 bullets were sticking in him and he took each one out and tossed it away. Then Sundar said, "Let's charge!!" What horns will do—unless we're to lay down our life as a martyr. Otherwise, no weapon formed against us will prosper. 7 yrs ago, he saw a vision of his being with a prophet friend in a school; all classrooms empty. Came to end of corridor, but 3 teachers were standing inside it: 2 males & 1 female. One man had twisted & lame? right arm because of polio attack. They looked at him and the man was healed. No word was spoken. His prophet friend said, "Let's go to the football field." Entire student body was gathered there. They saw the healed teacher & he testified, then Sundar shared gospel & entire student body accepted Jesus as Lord and Savior.
6) Power to empower God's army with supernatural abilities. Anointing will equip our army with not just one particular anointing but with supernatural abilities: Some are: Supernatural speed like Elijah had. 1 Kings 18:45-46 A horse runs at best 60 mph. Chariot weight w/2 horses would reduce speed to 40 mph. Fastest human moves at 20 mph. Elijah ran at least 60 mph supernaturally. How: Sundar's very inquisitive. He always asks, "But how does it work? Are there wings on legs?" Another way is small wings attached to our angles—he’s seen them—so we can glide like hovercraft w/feet barely touching the ground. In April 2014 when he fasting in Jerusalem—(said he's sharing secret things of hidden places w/us now,) Yesterday He said don't be bothered about those who don't believe. Must teach it so that when it happens to us we'll know it isn't demonic and it isn't of us. It's real from God—he had visitation w/ Jeremiah, who was speaking. A full-size white horse appeared. Sundar, of course, asked what it was doing there. Jeremiah said, "It's your horse." Sundar said, "For what?" "For your transportation." "How?" "Haven't you read in the Bible how Elijah went faster than the horse? This horse is what made him run that fast." "Okay, how?" "This is how:" When he said that the horse came and stood behind Sundar and entered into him. He felt a jolt, and half of the body of the horse was dropping out from behind him. This is what happened to Elijah that day—it entered into him. This is the supernatural speed that He will give to His last-days army.

The end-time armies (Joel 2:4-9) will jump high onto huge walls and run like horses. We'll do that w/His anointing, and we'll do supernatural feats never before imagined. Mark 6:48 Jesus walked on water. Science says our bodies are denser than water, but natural laws will be suspended. Wings of a dove will come upon us—our legs and back—lightness like a bird. John 20:19, 26 Solid body walking through closed door. If our spiritual mind says this isn't solid, then we can overrule our natural mind & walk through any solid object. Not for any selfish reasons—for the works of God. John 2:11 The Lord is giving His voice to His army... for strong is the one who executes His Word. He's giving us His voice inside us, His last-days army. Numbers 16:1-35 Moses commanded the earth to open up and swallow to hell—men, horses, goods. Acts 13:8-11 Paul commanded a sorcerer to go blind. -Supernatural ability to transform, such as entire physical body is transformed from one DNA to another.

Sundar used to believe this but didn't dare to teach it. He started teaching it in virgin form last year in India. He saw in a vision that a lion entered into him. He looked down and saw lion's legs. (Missed a few notes here.) Something came upon his back & he saw wings like an eagle's. He had to repent to God for lack of faith after the meeting, even though He did it to him during the meeting to give him faith. So, today Sundar is bolder. Rev 4:7 When John saw living creatures, one looked like a flying eagle. Ezekiel saw a Cherubim as an eagle. The difference is one's a creature in flight. When it comes inside me, I'll be transformed like an eagle. What is the eagle good for? Speed in flight to cover vast distances. Isaiah 40:31 They that wait upon the Lord shall... and mount up with wings of eagles. It's real transformation. Sundar first experienced it in 1985. Everyone had gone to sleep & he was waiting on the Lord. He suddenly heard flapping of wings inside him and he knew his spirit was going to be coming out of his body. It happened after few minutes. He stood and felt something "uneasy" at the back of his shoulder; saw 6-ft long eagles' wings. It was this verse. It flew out of the house into someone else's house. Sundar was brought there to see someone sinning in secret because in the Judgment Day he'll be called to testify of it.

Sense of smell: Army-trained dogs are trained to sniff bombs, mines; to spy what we're speaking about the Kingdom of God. Dogs can see easily into the spirit realm. We'll be able to see demons in people which are real & which are Nephilim. The “X-Men” movies today—the transmutations are real. "Men in Black"—same thing; demons disguised like humans. Only these two guys can see them. The enemy won't know the dog is us, so we'll snoop on the enemy and warn the enemies of God. A dog is kept in a house, so it's a good place to spy. Elijah could do this re enemy's plans against Israel's army. Initially, Sundar had trouble committing to speak this. Said he knows Neville will believe anything because he walks w/God, LOL. If we do, we know Him. But the proof is for our benefit. Two biblical examples: Dan 4:33 Nebuchadnezzar was DNA-transformed into a wild bird. Nails, hair grew like one so he could live in nature. When his captivity was over, he changed back & came back to his palace. Proof: Exodus 4:3-9 When Moses threw down his rod (non-living) and it became a snake, it was transformed into a living thing. In the mouth of two or three witnesses... It's proven in the Word.

7) The power to teletransport. (Missed a minute of notes here.)-Entire group of people transported into another location. Luke 4:29-30, John 8:59 & 10:39 Jesus became invisible. They tried to stone him, drag & throw Him down from a cliff, and another time he just walked past. We'll escape at will with this anointing until our time comes—just like Jesus. We won't die prematurely or else our ministry wouldn't be completed. (His was.) God has appointed when each of us will die or not die. Some of us will not die. Some disciples of Jesus are still alive today. Do we believe it? (My answer: Absolutely!) Church tradition says they all died. Jesus told some of them, "You will not die until you see the Kingdom of God come in glory."
Also, look at Elijah: 1 Kings 18:11-12 & II Kings 16 He was frequently teletransported from place to place. (Missed a few notes here.) Onto a mountain... Philip in Acts 8:39-40 was transported 28 miles in a fraction of second. That's not too bad! What Sundar's going to share in the next session is really far-stretching. 13 men in a boat were teletransported in John 6:15-21 with Jesus walking on water. As soon as His feet touched the water... instantly they were onshore. Vehicles for this? Many. Sundar knows of two: One is a chariot--entering through wormhole into hyperspace. Movie concepts are real. Einstein's theory of relativity, E=mc2. God told him this is true, but not to travel behind time; rather, to explain travel in the spiritual realm. II Kings 2:11 Another "vehicle" is the now-familiar riding on eagle's wings. "On eagle's wings" is figurative but Exod 17:4 is literal. He causes various methods to be used. In Transported by the Lion of Judah book, the author experienced His coming into her as a lion and they traveled--another form of teleportation. In these last days, great, gross darkness will cover the earth when the devil comes in great fury, along with His great light at the same time--Isaiah 40:5 & 60:2-of knowledge of God and glories of God poured out upon the Church in indescribable ways. Eyes haven't seen, ears haven't heard.

These are all for us--for we who can believe. The Church was born in this and for this, and will be raptured in this. We are children of the King. Royal blood can't be weak, poor, miserable, but the lion of the movie Narnia. We're princes/princesses about to be crowned. It's who we are! Amen! More than conquerors! (Audience responded.)

Closed in prayer: Sundar said Neville asked You to put a mark in our hearts--all who are yours... You--Lion of Judah--scratch on our hearts Your mark. Thank you for giving us hearts to believe and hearing for those here and afar, causing our spiritual eyes & ears to be opened & faith to believe beyond all natural abilities... Thank you! Sundar said he saw a mighty eagle fly into this church now on his right side... Sees many pairs of angels' wings coming down and hovering in the building now; those who have faith to believe can receive them. Thank you, glorious Jesus! Sundar said Holy Spirit now said what we've just heard are just some of many things, and there are many more. Those w/eyes to see & ears to hear--His Eagle Spirit will teach us. The Lord Jesus Christ is the Great Eagle, and the prophets gone also are eagles who will teach. Cast away every unbelief. He who truly believes and is immersed in the word of God will believe. And he who fellowships in the light, darkness will not deceive. Pursue Love with all our hearts, for he who abides in love dwells in love and God in him. Holy Spirit is giving counsel. In our own homes/hotels, spend some time waiting on God and Holy Spirit will come and open our understanding, also taking some into trances/journeys into the Spirit realm. God has brought us this day to this place to do a new thing in us. We lifted our hands & blessed You, the living God who lives forever. Your grace endures forever and ever.

SESSION 6 (split into 2 videos) - 8/14 Bro Neville 6:30 pm (almost complete notes)

Intro: Joe Sweet summarized prev msgs--Neville said when the Pope speaks, the Antichrist movement is starting. Mark said there's false worship music and true worship music. And this morning's msg was preparation for war. Heed: The false is rising up; the true must rise up--there is war. -Suggested we buy Joe's book of prophetic dreams he's had since about '07 that the Lord told him to put together after his 40-day fast ending in May of this year, and He said, "Shout it from the housetops." "The economy is going to crash suddenly" is not to scare us but to prepare us. Agabus shared there would be a famine, the disciples prepared by receiving an offering and sowing it to the brethren. That's one of the words Joe was given. He was also told "The country club life in America is over." There will be a resurrection of righteousness. We're gonna come out lookin' like Jesus. In one dream, he saw the effects of a collapsed economy. He went into a country club and everyone was walking out. Joe grew up in the Palm Desert area where many are located. A woman behind the desk handed him a card, saying, "It's a giving card." He asked what that was, and she said, "It's for you to put others' needs on your account." We're gonna live by faith and reap what we've sown. You told him: "Take care of your neighbors; help people who don't have faith, lead people to Jesus, take it on by faith."

Gary Greenwald prophesied he and his wife would go thru a 12-yr season of living by faith, and his health, job, everything went. They learned to live by faith and not love money. Before that, he'd been a successful realtor who did ministry on the side, and he'd made so much money he didn't even cash all his checks. They learned to give out of their own need. His wife never complained & gave away food to those who were hungry all the time. One day she saw a family without coats when it was cold, and they hadn't eaten. She gave them most of the chili prepared for her family and her kids' coats. She preached to her kids: "God always meets our need, but they don't have faith." Gary's sister sent them a big box with 5 brand new jackets that fit his kids. -Still happens today. His wife still gives things away, and he doesn't ask anymore. We have to learn to live that way. The Lord told the rich to give to the poor, storing up for themselves for the time ahead.
Joe doesn't have a savings acct, they never lack, & they're able to give. Cultivate an open-hand, open-heart lifestyle. He said when they had $800 in bills due in 4 days but only $400 in cash, they gave it away, knowing He'd meet their needs. And He did. In the early days--25 yrs ago--Joe worked half the week in Palm Springs doing car detailing, etc. & came back home on Wed in time to do the service. They pastored 2 churches. He'd be short on rent money. One dark night driving home on the freeway going 65, a car flashed it's lights and motioned him over. His son was in the car seat in back. It was a friend, Dan, who lived 140 miles away. Dan said God told him while he was in his front yard, "Joe Sweet needs money" and then told him to drive down the freeway and he'd find him. God is able to get it to him/us/me. Joe took an offering for the guest speakers at this point, saying the conference expenses were covered.

Neville then spoke: What are we fighting for? A new America that will usher in the New Millennium. We're fighting for this planet. Adam lost it; we're retaking it. Adam was a spirit in Heaven. God sent him here to take the planet & bring His Kingdom to earth. That was God's first assignment for him. A day's 1000 yrs. He can put it back in a week, but we… This is all worth fighting for. What about after the Millennium? There are other planets… He doesn't dare tell us because we wouldn't believe him. We have an incredible God, and God will fill this universe with His presence and His people. Heaven is just the beginning.

In 1969 Neil Armstrong w/crew took off for the moon. It was an incredible time. Neville's son Mark ark was 17 mos. One small step for man; one giant leap for mankind to set foot on the moon. Little did they know the ramifications as all of Heaven watched. Neville & his family felt the presence of God and foretelling. A few months later the Charismatic movement broke out across the earth. Neville was 29 (he's 75 now). A sense of destiny overshadowed them; it was a prophetic sign. Hundreds of thousands were baptized in the Holy Spirit, incl Catholics. Shook the Catholic Church and Neville's church. And a great harvest time. 1 Chron 12:22 Men who had understanding of the times in which they lived; we need it. What now? Another signpost in the solar system: 9+ yrs ago the New Horizons spacecraft launched for Pluto (at end of the solar system) and reached it last month. We're getting to the end of this dispensation. The number 9 characterized this mission: 9th planet, 9 yrs to get there. Symbolizes divine completeness or finality. Christ did in 9th hr. Also represents gifts/fruit of Spirit. We're now in the final lap. We can see the finish line. We're coming to the consummation of the age, and we're alive to see it.

We thought Pentecost was great. This will be at least 7x greater than what the early Church was given. The Latter rain was always 7x greater than the former. Also means end of the age or an era w/the beginning of judgment. Hoshea reigned 9 yrs and brought the end of an era to Israel. Neville said he could go on and on. -Glad a so-called Christian nation reached the moon before Russia. Now, a giant leap to Pluto; he that has ears to hear what He's saying to us today... We're appointed to tribulation but not to the wrath of God. When He's done catching away, then wrath will be released. God will reshape the planet, incl the USA. There are mountains higher than Mt. Everest in the sea that will rise and become new land masses w/a perfect climate. Neville's seen a (future) map of the U.S. We're coming back to a perfect world, and the animal kingdom will be one with us. Worth fighting for. And what we might have to die for.

Neville was asking Him what to share w/us tonight. In order to get through what's coming we have to become more Heavenly-minded. We're coming into Feast of Tabernacles. We got through other celebs, into the front door. Next step/experience is into the Holiest place. And it begins w/transfiguration. In Matt 17 Jesus was transfigured after the 6th day; he was still in the flesh. But he did some things after that which he couldn't do before. We're living now after the 6th day--6,000 years. Our bodies have to be conditioned for some of these things to happen to us so we can handle the powers of the age to come. Neville was praying about this last night. The more Heavenly-minded we become, the more the pull of this earth will diminish. Only the physical part began when we were born. Our spirit is much older and was around in Heaven waaaaay ahead of time. Sometimes revelation is remembering what we knew before we came here. Children are very much aware of the spiritual realm for a little while, then it fades w/education, reason. This is not our home and our citizenship isn't American. We are Christ's ambassadors--we represent where we came from: Heaven. Phil 3:20 Our citizenship is in Heaven (our origination), from which we await Jesus. We tend to be so earthly-minded. Col 3:1 If we be risen w/Christ, seek/set our affections on those things which are above, where Jesus is seated w/Him. Our lives are hid with Christ in God. Before I formed you in the belly, I knew you and sanctified you. I ordained you to be a prophet. There are spirits in Heaven who ask if they can come to earth as humans. God gave us a privilege, and we have to make it count now. Never lose sight of this. Many are so earthly-minded we're of no Heavenly use. My Kingdom is not of this world. This must become real to me--a daily reality. The more I'm aware of my Heavenly citizenship... that realm will open to me. Really important! Hebrews 10:34. We may see the spoiling of our goods in order that... (we may have the best). We could have been born in the dark ages, but we are born now. What magnitude of privilege.
Our major problem is our mouth. Everything now is speeding up. The sowing/reaping process is quickening. The angel said it will become instant. It's going to be dangerous in that

All of us on earth are called to live in at least one fruit of the spirit that manifests. This fruit causes us to be a pillar in the house of the Lord. Neville saw some people in multi colors in Heaven--manifesting more than one fruit. It's an eternal ministry and will reflect our status in Heaven. We cannot enter into battle until we become more like the Lord Jesus Christ with this/these fruits. Whatever is prominent in my life here... I have to become more like Jesus. The more this world loses its pull on me, the greater access I have to Your Heavenly places. Get my mind on things above. 1 John 4:6 God is love, and he that dwells in God dwells in love. (You are love, and I who dwell in You dwell in Your love.) That we might have boldness because as He is so are we. The more we understand what He's like, the easier it is to be transformed into the same image. Behold Him. See Him. All about grace. As He is. To see Him above. 1 John 4:6. Get quiet in the quiet place even in the middle of a battle. That's how the harvest will be reaped. The nations will come to our/my light. How much like Jesus will I be? We're going to live in a world where people are terrified and they will see us peaceful, happy, loving.

The Lord told Neville to watch the aurora borealis (northern lights) closely, and the reason is they're coming down closer than ever--as far as the equator--because they reflect the 7 spirits of the Lord. Sampson had one of the spirits upon him: might. But we need transfiguration coming with Tabernacles so they can see my/our light. Make no provision for the flesh. The earth is going to see Jesus through us before He returns. At the feast of Tabernacles, Jesus told the disciples to go there first and he followed later in secret. He said at that feast, not just at Pentecost, "If you are thirsty, come to Me." Let the world lose its pull on me. Set my mind and emotions on Heavenly things. -Must pursue an open Heaven. We must acquire the Lord's inheritance in the earth--take it back from satan. Jesus as a human paid the price, we as humans are to take it back. We--the saints--possess the Kingdom. Christ in us is THE ONLY hope of glory for this planet. He's chosen to not do it without us. Christ in us in His fullness. What they received at Pentecost wasn't full. Passover wasn't fullness. Not one feeble even at 90 is only salvation level. Get ready to throw away my walking stick. It's coming. Pentecost was only a measure; Tabernacles brings Passover and Pentecost into full dimension. It begins this year with the last blood moon. This year! This year! The last experience of His transfiguration was to pave the way for us. We're supposed to follow in the steps of Christ. Why haven't we been transfigured already? We haven't seen it as another stop. We stop aging in transfiguration (My note: that's why You told me You're restoring my youth).

We/I need to spend a lot more time meditating in His presence. Change comes through exposure, and exposure through awareness--by beholding Him. Not something we do in the sense of earning it. Being in His presence transforms us. It's not what we've done; only who we've become. Get quiet in the quiet place even in the middle of the night to do it. Looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of my faith (and everything else). Use my imagination--given by God as an incredible gift. Animals don't have it. We've always been told it isn't of God, but it's one of His greatest gifts. Behold Him. See You with my imagination, based on pix or whatever I know of You. Can be peaceful physical sensation. Stay there as long as possible. It affects my physical being, spirit, renewing my mind. It leads to transformation. Jesus is the door to Heaven. Neville has conscious awareness of this and he can enter in immediately. It's for all of us. They that wait upon the Lord... renew their strength with wings as eagles... (what Sundar was describing this morning...). The battle is for my heart and mind. Keep my heart with all diligence because that determines my life and circumstances. Out of the abundance of my heart my mouth speaks (good and bad). The greatest revelation of any person is their mouth. An angel talked w/Neville about this. Our major problem is our mouth. Everything now is speeding up. The sowing/reaping process is quickening. The angel said it will become instant. It's going to be dangerous in that
“Out of my heart” determines my life/circumstances by the words I’ve spoken. My words are life or death. It comes out of me as sound which affects my physical body (the vibration). The wavelength is determined by what I’m speaking. Horses know instantly if we’re afraid of them by the sound of our voice, and what kind of person we are. Dogs can tell, too. He gave an example of high-spirited race horses affecting a crowd. God said the horses caused it—to take authority over the horses—to bless them. They did, things settled, the Lord’s presence came in. When we sow to the Spirit it’s returning quickly now. Both scary and wonderful. God told Abraham he would have as many children as the stars (when he was so old he was thinking it was almost impossible). God changed his name to “father of many children.” Every time Sarah called his name from that point on, she was saying what God called him. So Abraham told Sarah, “we have to change your name, too—‘princess.’” Later, a king wanted her for his wife when she was in her 80s. She was so beautiful. What made the change? The words that they spoke. It’s gonna turn around real quick. If we’re gonna have authority, our mouth has to come under control. We will have what we say. Neville had this experience in his own life, and it wasn’t pleasant.

Authority requires discipline. Moses struck the rock instead of speaking to it. The more we become like the Lord, the more the words we speak change (and have to change). The language of the Sprit realm: Words and imaginations. Main language is visionary, esp when we fall asleep at night. Neville said he learned many things the hard way, and an angel told him our words and the imaginations of our heart are of prime importance now. It isn't easy. We must be careful. (It has determined our lives thus far.) We're made in the image of God, and He's a creator. Satan doesn't have power to create; he needs my words to do so. Who am I giving words to? Scary; gotta change. Use sanctified imagination & the door will open. We get things the wrong way around. Imagination created this reality (the world we see). He imagined this world and spoke it into being (created). The 4th dimension. This physical realm was created from spiritual/main world. Heaven's far more real than this world. Everything in Heaven's alive (he pointed to cut flowers in pot in front of stage and said it's trash in Heaven). The spirit world doesn't recognize if I'm joking or not—that's human. Our speech and thought life has to become sanctified. Praying in the spirit with vision = 4th dimension. Increases turnaround because it's God's way of creating. Speak only those things the Word tells us to.

Neville saw the complete image of God laid out across the universe from above it looking down; that He fills the whole of this universe. Then he heard a rhythmic noise and it was a pulse—the heartbeat of God. Light went out from Him and empowered the entire universe when it beat. Through Him all things are held together. A familiar melody came: All you need is love…. All you need is love (John Lennon's song). An impulse of love that empowers the entire universe. John Lennon had been asked to come up with a song that would unite everyone. The Lord often uses an ungodly person to bless the people of God. We're so hyper-spiritual. Neville was praying for a girl and a song percolated up through his mind: Hey there, Georgie girl, there's another Georgie deep within. He knew “the real girl's not showing.” Neville cast the demons out of her and she ended up in Bible school and on the mission field. We have the Lord in us. What is our heartbeat doing? Be transformed by the renewing of the way I think. Same Hebrew word as “transfigured.” Same as Greek “metamorphu”/“metamorphis.” I might be a caterpillar now, but if I’m transformed I’ll become a butterfly. Sanctify my mind. Deal with the veil of unbelief. Renew my mind. Set my mind on Heavenly things. That's the start. That's what I'm gonna end up like, and the earth will lose its pull on me. The veil is over my mind or it's not. Watch what I watch on TV, what I read. From school up, my mind's been filled with what isn’t true and it's been logged in my mind. The renewing of my mind opens up something that opens up the Heavens. The key to transfiguration. Need it now like never before. Eyes to ears to mouth to heart.

To get into the Feast of Tabernacles requires greater consecration. Jesus's transfiguration was His showing his disciples what the Kingdom of God is to look like on earth. If I died tonight, my spirit would come out of my body and I could see the entire spiritual realm. Pop me back into my body, I can't see. What's the problem? My mind. Neville said he's seeing angels in the room and then looking back and seeing the audience. With transfiguration the two realms become one. Requires discipline—what we're gonna feed our mind. Normal life is walking in the Spirit realm. Venus is the morning star. The stars belong to God and they have a voice. What is God trying to get across to us?

On 7/30/10 Neville had an interactive vision on a boat at sea and wondered where he was. He was at the back, Jesus was standing at the front. Jesus opened a chest and removed an instrument—a sextant (to plot their position at sea from the horizon and a star). Neville knew the star was Venus. There were 14 segments on the sextant. Jesus said, “There's time spoken in the Word—about the morning star is starting now. It will arise over the next 14 years. I will arise in My people like the evening light.” Zechariah 14:7 And there shall be a unique day, which is known to the Lord, neither day nor night, but at evening time there shall be light. “Transfiguration will start in many of My people and they will truly become lights to the world.” Peter said when that day dawns that star arises in our hearts. They heard it on the Mt. of Transfiguration. That star is going to arise in God's people, as Jesus was transfigured. The Morning Star. Malachi talked about it: the Star shall arise in our hearts, with healing in His wings.
There's something in our spirit waiting for this to happen. An explosion in our spirit that changes us physically. The light came through Jesus from the inside out. This is the next phase for us. The Son of righteousness shall arise in us first w/physical healing--that's the fullness of Passover--none feeble--then we are prepared for the power of the ages to come. If we've tasted of the powers of the world to come and fall away we won't be forgiven. That's what the Word says. The daystar--His DNA seed sitting in us--just needs a slight spark to transform us from caterpillar to butterfly or eagle. It's not enough to believe it, I must believe it's Your will for me. (I do!)

We're going to need great wisdom to know how to build His house in wisdom with understanding. This is new territory. The way we built churches in the past is slowly disappearing. How do we build the house of the Lord? We need wisdom. Neville knows an angel (Manoah--"peace/peaceful") well, and Manoah told him, "We need to go." Immed Neville knew they were in the 2nd Heaven where satan rules, and Manoah pointed out a door and said, "we need to go down there." They walked down through the walls and the walls were dark, slimy, wet. There were demons embedded in the walls but they couldn't see Neville or Manoah. (Neville wanted to hit one, but Manoah gave Neville "a look"). The demons knew something was up. They were at a table cataloging stuff and taking stuff to a secure place. A crown came in and Manoah said, "Grab it." Neville did, and Manoah said, "Let's get out of here." Then they were both in the Throne Room. Manoah said to give the Lord His crown. Neville asked the Lord, "What is this crown?" He said, "This crown belonged to Solomon. He began to fall away from me at the end of his life and he lost his crown." He didn't lose his salvation, but he lost his crown. Solomon isn't on a high level in Heaven. "What is this? How could all his wisdom fall away?" The Lord said it was a gift, it wasn't who he was. "Neville, call My name. This will be multiplied and given to My true people who are building the House of the Lord, so they can build it with wisdom and understanding." As soon as He said that, Neville thought he'd stay there for a while but he was then back in his room. The Lord said we need to have understanding with the wisdom. What's my sphere of influence? He's making this available now at the Feast of Tabernacles to build the House of the Lord. He's giving this now.

Neville was walking along in Perth and he saw a tidal wave coming in. It demolished some govt buildings, but mostly buildings marked as churches.

Neville prayed for us. Said open our hearts and ask Him for at least a measure of wisdom and understanding. Solomon was the wisest man at that time & built an incredible kingdom with peace in the House of the Lord. Neville asked, "Let that release come now," and he said angels are looking among us. Help us to qualify for the age to come. We thank You for it. Neville saw a cloud hovering above the audience's heads & he asked, "Let there be impartations tonight." Beware of making promises before these angels. Let it begin to arise now--what Solomon had. Keep thanking Him for it. It will be allocated according to our calling and our sphere of influence.

SESSION 7 - Pastor Joe 8/15 9:30 am (almost complete notes)

Joe suggested we buy his book of 9 dreams from You. Said Heidi Baker also heard from You, & he listened last night of the same troubles in Mozambique coming to America, incl bread lines w/even wealthy people in line. The Lord said it will come suddenly. You told Joe: To him that has ears to hear more will be given. If he doesn't, even what he has will be taken away. Have to love You w/ALL my heart, soul, mind & strength accord to the grace He's given each of us. He spoke about 15 sessions in another of his books concerning building Him in us. Joe's primarily a teacher; that's why he invites prophets who bring a package to us. In Acts 13, teachers/prophets minister together. Joe's unpacking it for us this morn. He led in prayer. Morning Star rising in our hearts: 5 years ago You put this in his heart. Last Sun, Joe & his wife got a prophetic dream to confirm this message is for today at this conference. We're going beyond levels of glory they had in 1st century. Recovering the anointing of glory that emanated from Peter & that Paul carried.

He's giving dreams to millions of Christians. One of Joe's dreams & the meanings: They were on large estate of 40-60 acres w/large, ancient mansion of 30-40,000 sq ft. It had all been neglected, but it was still majestic and they walked thru w/a sense of awe. It was the history of the Church, and they felt two things: awe at what You intend for the Church (far greater glory than what already has been) and deep sorrow at the neglect. Joe saw a beautiful outdoor aviary & there were 4 doves perched inside. He opened the cage and went inside, then realized they were each locked sarcophagi of painted doves (which represent anointings). They were of 4 different rare species that he'd never seen. He shook each box and each bird inside seemed to be dead. Joe cried to the three people with him that they hadn't been fed or watered. Joe heard a voice, "Go back & check one more time." He said he didn't have a key, but he then felt a weight in his hand and that it had been in his hand the whole time. He felt the value of even the key itself--pure gold w/precious stones. He opened the 1st 3 boxes--nothing. In the 4th box, the bird starting moving and immediately turned into 2 doves--one green, one blue--and they were perfectly alive/healthy within a
moment. Joe yelled "It's alive; I have two of them." Then he awoke. You told him it was a picture of the Church. You said they're the anointings--a double portion that Peter and Paul walked in. The blue is Heavenly prophetic revelation & the green is the power--they operate together. You said to Joe, "You've had the key--use it." Joe got the key from Holy Spirit through Neville 5 yrs ago, and he's been working it. It takes time to work/operate it. The key is learning how to have the Morning Star rise in our hearts. You told Joe to share this at the conference: Last Sun eve Joe & his wife picked up groceries from Trader Joe's & on their way home. Suddenly the radio turned on by itself and a preacher quoted 2 Peter 1:19 We also have the prophetic message as something completely reliable, and you will do well to pay attention to it, as to a light shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts.

Mark 9:1 …There are some standing here who will not taste death until they see the kingdom of God arrive with power. The same verse can be properly interpreted more than one way. In Hosea 11:1 God was speaking about the nation of Israel. In Matt 2:13, he quotes Hosea 11 because sometimes it's both ways. There are some disciples who are still alive: one is John the beloved in the flesh. Is it the sovereignty of God or man's choice? Yes. Is it God or the devil? Yes. (Like when David numbered Israel.) Mark 9:1 is the fullness of the Kingdom at His coming, but it's also Christ ruling inside my heart. Both are the Kingdom in glory. Jesus is about to tell them how the Kingdom is manifesting inside a human body. Adam lived 6,000 years ago. Then He was transfigured. When we're born again we're really in the Kingdom. Being born again is only the seed to get into it. Being in the Kingdom means being in full union w/Jesus. -Renewing of our mind and transfiguring of our soul. Acts 14:22 Getting saved doesn't take tribulation--it's easy. But they strengthened them after they'd become disciples by saying we must by many tribulations enter the Kingdom of God. John 17:21 I pray they would be One in Us, that the world may believe. To the degree that we've entered in, it will manifest. Who not I am in Christ--who Christ is in me. Once I have legal righteousness, I work to get into Bible righteousness. Grace teaching is true but incomplete. We need to preach the full counsel of God. How come we don't treat people nice? Pursue holiness, love. Peter knew how to do it (along w/the other two on the mountain--Peter, James & John were the inner circle). We're as close to God as we want to be. At the Last Supper it was heartbreaking for Him to say one would betray Him. John probably had the closest walk--there are levels. Peter had been rebuked a few times by Jesus.

How to enter in? 2 Peter 1:16, 19 Peter talks of his experiences on the Mt. of Transfiguration: For we did not follow cunningly devised fables when we made known to you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ… We have the prophetic word confirmed. I will do well to pay attention to it… until the day dawns and the Morning Star rises in my heart. That's the word. 2 Peter 1:3 You're calling me to glory & virtue. 2 Peter 1:5-11 is the prophetic promise that Peter's saying heed and hold fast to--the key so Your Star can rise in me: Add to your faith: virtue (dedication), knowledge, self-control, perseverance, Godliness, to arrive at brotherly kindness (part of love) & love. All words build on each other. Start w/faith. Don't bind myself to immaturity with incomplete grace teaching (sloppy). Go from legal to vital. As He is in the world, so am I. No, I'm not. There's an elephant in the room; someone has to say so. Love is perfected in me so I can have boldness on the day of judgment. Every church has one or two people who try my patience. How do I treat them? Love is being perfected in me. I'm not gonna be perfect in love unless/until I walk down the same path Jesus walked. He was misunderstood, "hurt," (I was hurt at church and it hurts…. It doesn't hurt enough, it has to kill me) rejected, betrayed… but He never allowed bitterness. Union w/You IS the Kingdom. Jesus manifested His Father--what He heard from/saw of Him. Peter's saying: THEN I will never stumble, and entrance into the everlasting Kingdom will be provided to me. The entrance of Your word gives light. This is the key. No longer get angry, be offended. I don't own anything anymore or have to protect anything or have an agenda. Where/when I'm abiding in You, You're my portion. Hold onto this word: to abide in/be made perfect in LOVE is the goal. I'm not there yet, but thank God I'm not what I used to be. Audience gave You praise.

SESSION 8 - Bro Neville 8/15 11:15 am (detailed but not verbatim notes)

You have to die before you can be resurrected, w/resurrection life. Neville's only known one raised from the dead--a friend. He shared the story: His friend died in the bathroom; Neville said bring him out & pray for him. Neville felt no faith, but they prayed for 20 min. All of a sudden, his friend started to prophesy (which frightened the life out of Neville) about being in Heaven & he said, "Why did you bring me back?" Neville told his wife he would have a talk w/whim. And if we get hurt/offended, we're not dead yet. Everyone gets down on Job, but God said there was no one like him on the earth. And even without Your protection on him, he still knew You live and he'd stand in Your presence. When we come into the Kingdom, God lowers the hedge and we're flat on our back. He's not being nasty; it's time to grow up now. Now learn how to use the shield of faith (after we've been knocked over half a dozen times). Job ended up w/twice as much afterward. Things go wrong. It's about getting up wrong, getting up
and getting it right; then holding onto it. God lower the hedge for our own good. Failure isn't missing it; failure's when we don't get up again & go on. It's strengthening to us.

Change is coming. Neville had dream earlier this year where his car got crashed & wouldn't work. God said, "The old won't work anymore." What about people who haven't heard the gospel? A woman said her pastor told them they'll all go to hell. If God is love and If a person's never heard, will God do that? This is the light that lights every man who comes into the world. Every man will have an opportunity to accept or reject--one way or another. Some people aren't wicked. What happens to them when they die? The Lord showed Neville so many times--he's watched many--including the unsaved--die. And they'd said they saw a man dressed in white in the corner at that moment and asked who He was. Neville's told them. God is omnipresent, omnipotent, self-sufficient, has unlimited power, is all-love, can bring to pass anything He chooses--instantly. But He's more--He's omniscient--knowing everything: What I'm thinking, feeling, going through... understanding everything & FEELING IT, TOO. Perfect in knowledge--that's comforting.

We must understand now and for the future the aspect of Your omnipresence. Everywhere at/in every point of time in my life & the universe. As David said, I can't go anywhere that You're not with me. You said You're with me even to the end of the age--You said it because it's going to become difficult now at the end of the age. Believe it. Let it become part of my constant awareness. How can that be? Neville doesn't know, but he said it's a great mystery. That's why it requires faith to believe. Only what I know to be true and believe is actually real to me. You never leave me, but I distance myself from Your presence. We come and go. Sometimes You lift Your presence from me to help me grow in faith, but You're still here. You're a spirit, but because I'm human and physical, it's sometimes very hard to relate to an invisible friend. Keys are faith and AWARENESS. When I come to You I must believe You're here and You reward me when I diligently seek to find You, while I look not at things which are seen. Angels are here, and other things I can't see. Neville switches his consciousness from the physical to You--from people to You. Faith is the substance of things we can't see in the physical. Know I can turn to You anytime, and I need to be able to hear from You instantly. Enoch told Neville: It takes faith to manifest the true reality. Neville said to write that down. And my faith makes it (You) accessible to me. If I'm aware of You, I'm already in that realm. So I can be aware of You all the time--not rocket science. The truth shall set me free. You are the door, Jesus. One way to access the spirit realm is the occult, the other way is Jesus--the only two ways. At a place where Neville was to preach, You told him, "They don't know I'm here, and they don't want Me here." So Neville left because he didn't want to be there if You weren't there. He's knocking on my door in many diff ways. Sometimes just calling my name. God doesn't come and go; I do in my awareness.

He manifests Himself in different ways. Sometimes He lifts His presence, but He isn't gone. He hides Himself, like w/Job. So we'll walk by faith and trust Him anyway. We have a tendency to make simple truths complicated. He said, "I'm here." The more I'm aware, the more the realm opens up to me. Include You in everything I do and what I'm doing. If I do, then You'll include me in what You're doing. (Enoch has told Neville this four times now.) Neville loves cars--the new Range Rover--& he talks w/You about everything, including cars. If I'm making cake; that, too--You like cakes! Bro Laurence (The Practice of The Presence of God book) talked to You while he did everything.

-Have to move on in my relationship with You. With the blood moon in Sept, earth and Heaven are getting closer/merging. Time's running out. 2015 is ushering in a new era where things will never be the same again and the only constant is change. To know the times and seasons (like the children of Issachar) is critical. The Jews had been looking for their Messiah for hundreds of years but missed You when You came. You said, "They missed the time of their visitation," seeing the destruction of their city coming. This is the time of our/my visitation. We're entering the new era. Last year, Neville shared w/us about entering Heaven. An angel was with him, and he saw a grand building. The angel said, "You can go in here." There was a large room w/lots of angels and activity. Neville looked closer, and they were handling cassette tapes on the material Neville's ministry had produced from the 70s to the mid-80s, and he wondered what it was doing there. The angel said, "Many people get into Heaven and have had no teaching, so the angels sort what they need and teach them in Heaven." There are many angels on different levels, and people on the lower levels need teaching, including what Neville taught on earth. The water Neville saw there is water flowing from that room onto the earth.

On a 2nd visit there, Neville saw a door to go in. He saw the stuff his ministry had produced from the mid-80s until 2014. Then he saw another door and wondered what was in there. At that point he was back in his room on earth. Manoah (the angel) took him back there to a 3rd room later. There was a ship in a glass case, and Manoah said, "Look at the name on it": HMS and Endeavor. Captain Cook's ship was named The Endeavor. Neville thought about what it meant. Captain Cook went to places no one else had gone to before, including up the east coast of Australia where Neville lives. There are places named after him there. He was a God-fearing navigator. Neville.
started to ask another question about "What is this and who?" Then he was back in his earthly room. And frustrated! Recently he was taken back into the 3rd room, and they were loading the ship and it was getting ready to sail. Neville asked You, "What is this?" You told him, "You're getting ready to sail into the last room." Neville asked if You meant the last phase into the holiest place this year, and You said, "Yes!" - Into Your manifest presence. The ship was already on the water the next time Neville was allowed to see this.

Sad that most Christians live in the outer court--salvation & water baptism. Not enough to survive what's coming. Tabernacles: There's a candlestick on either side, showbread & altar of incense. Most of us have been in the Holy Place for 30 yrs: Some revelation, intercession, limited presence, bread broken. But the altar of incense blocked the way into the holiest of all. Only the high priest could get in once a year w/incense. Very dangerous if you had sin in your life; why they tied a rope on his leg. Neville asked You about this. You said, "Do you really want to know? What is incense?" Neville said prayer and intercession. One guy who opened the lid of the Ark of Your Presence killed 40,000 people in a flash. Answer: We must BECOME the incense. We have to have the combination to get in.

Neville said we've got to smell right. 2 Cor 2:14 Now You use us to spread the knowledge of Christ everywhere, like a sweet perfume. The lid doesn't open unless we smell right: 2 Cor 2:15 Our lives are a Christ-like fragrance rising up to God. But this fragrance is perceived differently by those who are being saved and by those who are perishing. The smell is savor of death to demons. Eph 5:2 And walk in love… an offering each time we sacrifice to You for a sweet-smelling savor. I become what I wasn't before, and it's picked up in the spirit world as a smell. (Missed a minute of note-taking here.) "Covering of praise" means to shine w/light & color. A combination of words: Sound, color, smell—we all leave a trail behind us. Anger has a smell, resentment has a smell and color. Animals & demons can pick it up from miles away. Longsuffering joins w/the incense of my prayers—who I've become. Self-pity is surrounded by a terrible, dark color and a terrible smell. Neville heard demons saying: "He's the wrong color; the smell is wrong. I can't see the light of faith." They weren't frightened but amused by people. And they said, "Let's beat him up." Are we getting this? Rom 13:12 The night is far spent… cast off the works of darkness, and put on the armor of light. Eph 6:13 That I might be able to withstand in the evil day—this day. I have to become part of the incense. Aaron's rod that budded, the Ten Commandments, etc are there. Walk in love, resurrection. Manna is feeding directly from the hand of the Lord: That produces resurrection life. That's where we're at.

A dead stick came to life--Aaron's rod. Where is the (manmade) Ark now? It might be under the Temple Mount. But You showed Neville it's inside me/us, and we have no idea of the power and presence of what's inside. There's gonna come about a lot of opposition to this new move. God's gonna bring slander of this to an end. Day of Atonement is 9/22-23, then a week until Tabernacles from 9/27-10/5. Beginning now, I must make a much deeper consecration to You. We're to go further than dove level, and it's much more costly. Surrender. Sheep cost more--Pentecost level. Head cut off, fat separated… There's still another level--the bullock--expensive. Head speaks of my mind--greater consecration of what we watch/listen to now--all of us, even Neville. We're going to the 3rd level now. My mouth must be consecrated. This Sept 23, we have a week before the Lord; get it right now. My mind, emotions, eyes, ears. Phil 4:8 Whatsoever things are true, honest, just, pure, lovely, of good report… think on & speak about these things. The Morning Start is about to start arising on the inside. These are the days we're living in. America will face difficult times but we have a people who're walking w/Him. America, America, God shed His grace on you. God gave him this song. God mend our every flaw… Of liberating strife… Who more than self our country loved and mercy more than life… May God our gold refine… A patriot's dream, our alabaster cities will gleam… And crown our good w/brotherhood from sea to shining sea. Neville said this is God's prophetic word to us, It was a prophetic song divinely given to this country. Many cities will be destroyed, but many new ones will be built and our destiny fulfilled.

SESSION 9 A&B (split into 5 non-consecutive videos online--2 Part A, then 2 Part C, followed by 1 Part B) - Bro Sundar 8/15 6:30 pm extended session (notes shown in order spoken, in 3 parts)

PART A (almost verbatim notes)

Sundar handed out copies of a flyer about his ministry, about how to watch Angel TV (w/ prophetic ministers speaking)--online, on TV & listen on radio, along with a prayer card to pray for the ministry & a prayer request form. He also mentioned mat'l that are available, including a dramatized Book of Revelation. He said John experienced light/sound/color which we can only imagine when we read but we don't experience it dimensionally--and there are many dimensions of light, sound, etc. involved. This drama is produced in English & two East Indian languages. Blessed is he who reads this book… Sundar said we need all His blessings we can get to make it until the end.
Sundar said he heard about the blood moons in the last 2 years but wasn't interested. During the 3rd one in Apr of this year when he was in the Philippines, they showed the changing face of the moon onscreen & Sundar asked You if it's hype or real. You said, "It's real," and You took him before the Council of Prophets in Heaven. (He gave the names of two books about the blood moons that are "good ones." (One is John Hagee's and I missed the name of the 2nd). Sundar said what they signify wasn't in the books, however. In the past, they appeared 3x concerning Jewish feasts, but he heard the Council discussing the 3 consequences to take place with those occurring in 2014/15: One to Israel, one to Europe, and one to the Church. That they're called "black moons" instead of "red" is a clue. There's shedding of blood with solar eclipses that fall on Jewish feast days. This hasn't happened in hundreds of years, and the ones now are coming before that great and terrible day of the Lord. (Joel 2:31) The next one to follow would be 100 years out, but we don't have another 100 years. You told Neville that Israel's last Jubilee will be 2017 (the reunification of Jerusalem), because You told him You will come before the next blood moon. (2067). Right now, we are to prepare ourselves afresh/anew because it's the last chance to put all things right because we're in the final lap. Hold onto our/my faith very tightly & run the race.

When Sundar visited Chinese believers in Costa Mesa, CA this June, You stirred him greatly. He saw You, Jesus, seated with the Council of Elders and You said, "The destiny of the United States will be decided soon." (which Sundar saw 10 yrs ago). How much have we heeded the prophets since then? The Lord lifted His hand of protection slightly & 9/11 happened. Our subsequent falling to our knees lasted only 2-3 months. From 2001 until now, our nation has gotten worse. The climax was God's verdict on 6/26/15, when we completely turned our back on Him (same-sex marriage legalized) while Sundar was in Costa Mesa. On 6/19/15, at 5:43 pm, Jesus came into Sundar's room & looked over the city of Costa Mesa. He motioned for Sundar to stand beside Him and said, "It will be torn apart like a paper torn into two pieces." Sundar was shocked & thought it had to do with all of California; said he's never felt more emotional than that day, and he pleaded with You. You said it's because "she" will tear my land (Israel)--the covenant she made with My people. (See my notes in next paragraph.) Sundar said he's seen this several times since 2013, when he fasted on a mtn in Israel. He saw a mighty angel stand 20 feet from him and say, "This will happen to the nation that divides Israel." The angel took a sword & divided the U.S. down the middle--a major EQ fault line. Sundar read later that a 10.5 or above EQ would split the entire N. American continent into two. Sundar asked You, "What about Your people?" You said, "They will be warned to flee from this place and they will be protected." Sundar said angels have been dispatched to measure the land & mark out places for destruction. Jesus then suddenly disappeared then and Sundar was shaken.

(Sundar's room & looked over the city of Costa Mesa. He motioned for Sundar to stand beside Him and said, "It will be torn apart like a paper torn into two pieces." Sundar was shocked & thought it had to do with all of California; said he's never felt more emotional than that day, and he pleaded with You. You said it's because "she" will tear my land (Israel)--the covenant she made with My people. (See my notes in next paragraph.) Sundar said he's seen this several times since 2013, when he fasted on a mtn in Israel. He saw a mighty angel stand 20 feet from him and say, "This will happen to the nation that divides Israel." The angel took a sword & divided the U.S. down the middle--a major EQ fault line. Sundar read later that a 10.5 or above EQ would split the entire N. American continent into two. Sundar asked You, "What about Your people?" You said, "They will be warned to flee from this place and they will be protected." Sundar said angels have been dispatched to measure the land & mark out places for destruction. Jesus then suddenly disappeared then and Sundar was shaken.

(My notes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpawhSLTJ4Y&feature=iv&src_vid=70nar8FWklo&annotation_id=annotation_31168113. This is a video link from Shekinah Worship Ctr (don't know the date), in which Sundar said that on 12/6/11 You called him to come and meet with You. I didn't have time to watch/hear more than a few minutes, so I copied these words posted on Google that Sadhu was said to have spoken during the video that gives addnl info concerning earthquakes resulting from Israel's future betrayal: "Then the angels were standing by. They said, "In the war, Israel will put up stiff fight amidst heavy losses. A political trap will be laid for the city to be captured. And, Israel's best friend will betray her. Israel has only one best friend. And her best friend will betray her. Then the angels who were standing by said to me. "Even now the son of perdition is making plans with the Beast for this to happen. UN will gather the nations to force Israel to divide Jerusalem. This has been prophesied in Amos Chapter 7 verse 17. It will be divided. What will be the aftermath? Great earthquakes will take place in many, many places around the world. Especially in the nation that will be involved in creating, conniving this plan to divide Jerusalem. This is what will happen to the best friend that will betray Israel and divide Jerusalem. As he spoke those words, I saw this map of U.S.—like in a 3 dimensional—you know—it appeared right before my eyes, beside the angel. And he took the sword and pierced right into the heart of U.S. and cut into two. He said "Likewise, will this nation be divided as Jerusalem will be divided." Cut the land into two—exactly in the center."

On 6/20/15, at 6:45 pm, a mighty angel appeared in Sundar's room with a scroll & began to read: "These people—Americans—have been marked for destruction." Sundar said he's never received info/experiences like this consecutively over two days, & he saw many angels standing all over the U.S. who were ready to execute destruction. He was shown 3 places marked, and Googled to find them. The clue was "massive EQ," so he looked for major fault lines in the U.S. and he did find 3. One's in CA (the San Andreas fault) and another's in the middle of the U.S., and the 3rd is somewhere else. Again Sundar asked, "Why, why must You do this?" The angel told him, "Son of man, these people are wicked and obstinate; worse than Ninevah and Sodom & Gomorrah." So, when Sundar tried to appeal, this is what they said, "Why are you asking all this? Don't you know that these people are
very wicked? And obstinate? And they're worse than the people of Ninevah? And Sodom & Gomorrah?“ Again, Sundar appealed. Since the names "Sodom" & "Gomorrah" were used, he picked them and said, "God, Lot was saved and Abraham prayed for righteous people. So, there are righteous people in this nation." Sundar told the angel, "I can guarantee you, there are more than 50 righteous people in this nation, and Abraham prayed for 50. God said, "If there be 50, I will not destroy them." (Sundar said he put his faith in everyone in the audience--hoping he was right. "Am I right?" he asked, and they laughed.) The angel responded, "Warn these people--only prayer and repentance can save; IF they can be saved." This bothered Sundar very much; he'd never felt like this before.

After the mtgs in Costa Mesa, he and Joe Sweet were at LAX waiting to board a flight to Houston and the boarding announcement was made. While they were in the queue, Sundar heard a voice say, "Son of man, this city is going to be destroyed." Sundar turned around and saw a mighty angel w/ a big weapon of destruction in his hand beside him & he also saw the angel standing outside near the "Encounter" (the space-age-looking restaurant there) at the same time. Sundar laughed, "Sure it was an encounter; no wonder He picked that place." (My notes aren't as accurate here:) The angel appeared to be so huge from the outside that his head touched the clouds (just like in Revelation 10). He held a type of hammer (club-type, I think) like Thor used. When the angel spoke, Sundar saw many angels under him & they stood where the EQ fault line will be in LA with their hammers lifted, waiting for an order from their angel captain to strike them on the ground. Sundar appealed again, and the angel said, "Don't you know they're like Sodom & Gomorrah? Sundar was very disturbed that this interchange was repeated 3 times in a short space of time.

In two verses in Luke, two seemingly dead men talked w/Jesus and He with them. You told us in Malachi not to talk with the dead, but these hidden ones aren't dead, but alive. You will send Elijah yet. Sundar said that today, he stood before one of the 4 living creatures, who spoke w/Sundar about his army and their role in the last days. Sundar said we'll be transformed like the flying eagle (one of the creatures). A pair of eagle's wings then appeared, waiting for an order from the angel captain to strike the ground. Sundar appealed again, & the angel said, "Don't you know they're like Sodom & Gomorrah?" (The angel repeated this 3 times within a short span, & Sundar was again very disturbed.) He heard this while flying to Houston Airport, and when he stepped foot on the ground after landing the same angel said, "This city (Houston) will be destroyed by a massive flood." The pastor who picked him up mentioned great flooding in the city; so Sundar finally heard the word. He Googled it in his room & found that Houston has a history of massive flooding. Two days later, he heard in the news that the same-sex marriage law had passed in our nation. Our Supreme Court judges are judges on the land, & they put a curse on it--opening the "flood"gate. Our President went on-air to approve it, & the western sky lit up in rainbow colors--like showing the finger sign to God. Then Sundar knew why You said the words about Sodom & Gomorrah to him 3 times. It means destruction will come speedily. It's been decreed by the Watchers and will certainly come to pass.

Sundar didn't give up; he tried the last week of July & first week of Aug. He spoke in Maryland. -Cried out to You; light went out inside him. Your Word says Jonah pronounced judgment on Nineveh & You spared it. And many will pray here. You told him the difference between the prayer movements here and in Nineveh is that Houston has a history of massive flooding. Two days later, he heard in the news that the same-sex marriage law had passed in our nation. Our Supreme Court judges are judges on the land, & they put a curse on it--opening the "flood"gate. Our President went on-air to approve it, & the western sky lit up in rainbow colors--like showing the finger sign to God. Then Sundar knew why You said the words about Sodom & Gomorrah to him 3 times. It means destruction will come speedily. It's been decreed by the Watchers and will certainly come to pass.

(Notes re U.S. calendar, beginning/ending at sundown: Rosh Hashanah [9/13-14/15]--Jewish New Year, when shofar's blown; begins 10 days' penitence culminating in most solemn day, Yom Kippur [9/22-23/15]--Day of Atonement; final day of penitence. Sukkot (Feast of Tabernacles)--[9/27-10/5/15, but key date is sunset 9/28/15--date of 4th/last blood moon]--means several things, including being entwined w/You, ingathering of harvest.) Sundar talked of need for 40-day fast/consecration. This time when the Altar's repaired it's to stay repaired--if we do that, we and our household will be saved.

Sundar recommended Joe Sweet's book (he has several) & God's Answer for America! by Darrel & Cindy DeVille, avail at Shekinah Today Ministries. -Wonderful counsels on how to pray/do to save some. Sundar then sang (and the audience joined him) How Great Thou Art, and prayed--thanking You: "Open our hearts & ears to hear what You're saying tonight." As we were singing, Holy Spirit told him to share what he saw during worship tonight (even though he didn't want to): Sundar said two angel groups are sent out when judgments are pronounced over a nation. Tonight, Sundar saw the Heavens opened and his soul before the Prophetic Council (which he first began seeing in 2008, and his first visit to the Council concerned the U.S., too. That was election time & Obama was standing for election for the 1st time. Sundar's had other visits with the Council; they became very regular. He was shown things to come, participate in and witness their discussions, and then be commissioned to go and tell what was discussed there.) Amos 3:7 Surely the Sovereign Lord does nothing without revealing His plan to his servants
**the prophets.** We've thought this means prophets on earth, but it also means the Prophetic Council in Heaven. There the first revelations are made known. They're like the Watchers—they see what's coming & decree it. They decide "this is what needs to be done," based on the larger, overall plan for God's purposes. They say, "You're in charge of this; you're in charge of that," according to what needs to be done. Then, they're given delegated authority. Genesis Chapters 18-19 describe it well. In Gen 19:22, one of the two angels assigned to Sodom & Gomorrah told Lot to get out quickly because unless/until he got out "we" (not God) can't destroy the city (because they'd been given delegated authority).

In like manner, Sundar was in the Council & saw an oval table with 3-D models of many, many cities in the U.S. The angels pointed out many and said all of those cities are marked for destruction. Many huge skyscrapers will be taken out first—exploding, crumbling down & shaken. -Not much time for appeals, and Sundar, too, was shaken. Same-sex marriage bill and in educational system—from first grade now taught about male, female & third gender. And Sundar just saw filler on the news about the gay movement in the U.S. Prophecy was given last year at Shekinah Worship Ctr. about gay people coming into political office. Oregon now has the first bi-sexual governor in the U.S.--Kate Brown--and she was proud to announce it. Preschoolers are now taught about father-father & mother-mother as well as father-mother parents; hearts being pre-programmed to be gay. One of Sundar's staff members who works in this city (not sure whether he meant Lancaster or Los Angeles) told him last year that gay couples adopted 40,000 innocent babies in CA. They'll grow up and learn in gay homes that it's okay as they see father kissing father/mother kissing mother. Coast to coast now, we'll have hundreds and thousands of gay couples adopting children. Sundar wondered why, & You showed him it's satan's diabolical plan to thwart Your plan concerning children in these last days.

**Psalm 8:2 Because of Your adversaries, You have established a stronghold from the mouths of children and nursing infants to silence the enemy and the avenger.** Sundar said You have a plan for babies in the last days from 0-3 years of age. They will have a last-days' ministry to cast out demons & prophesy. When You prophesied through Sundar in his meetings in India, an angel once appeared and said, "These are the things that will take place in the last days..." and he highlighted little babies. This is why You gave importance to training children. Sundar's Angel TV ministry has many programs to train children how to be prophets & warriors, and various programs aimed at the 0-12 age group. Sundar shared this experience in one of their meetings in India the following month, because they conduct monthly fasting/prayer meetings when about 2-3,000 people gather to pray for their ministry.

Example: There was a family there from Bangalore--a neighboring city to Sundar's. This woman has a 1-1/2-yr-old son, an 8-yr-old daughter, & a 13-yr-old girl who's a distant relative & works as a family house-maid. In the nighttime, when everyone was sleeping, the mother used to hear rumbling noises like from ghost movies coming from the kitchen into her bedroom & her hair stood on end. She tiptoed into kitchen & saw the servant girl doing mumbo-jumbo incarnations/ incantations. She went back to her bedroom frightened, & asked the girl the next morning what she'd been doing. The girl said nothing—that she'd been sleeping & didn't remember anything. The following night, the mother found her chanting something like curses, but didn't know what to do because they were relatives—very frightened that a demon-possessed girl was cooking food for them and doing who-knew-what-else. She began praying and a couple mornings later carried her infant son into the kitchen to prepare milk for him and at the moment the girl came out holding a cup of milk to hand her. The baby lifted up his hand—pointed his finger at the girl—just smiled, and the mother testified the following month before 2,000 people that she saw a dark demonic spirit leave the girl & she was set free. -No Pentecostal prayer needed. The mother believed it was Psalm 8:2 taking place. Now that we have gay people adopting babies, what will happen to their callings/destinies? -Everything destroyed. So this is part 2 of satan's diabolical plan for the last days, but God's going to do more Psalm 8:2's.

Now we have gay people adopting the babies. What will happen to their call/their destinies? Everything destroyed. So, this is Part 3 of satan's diabolical plan—for the last days. Part 1 was during the time of Moses, when all the babies were killed or thrown into the Nile River. Part 2 was when the Lord Jesus was born and, again, all the babies were killed. Now is Part 3—the last days. We have to pray for children. And we also need to do a program for the fetus in the mother's womb. So, Sundar asked the Lord, "How can a fetus watch a TV program? You told me to do programs for 3, 5, 12-year-olds. They all can sit down and watch a program." The Lord told him, "Haven't you read how, when Mary visited Elizabeth, as soon as the baby in Elizabeth's womb HEARD Mary's voice, he was filled with the Holy Spirit." He also said, "The first organs that are fully developed in a baby in the mother's womb are the ears—at six months." That's why John the Baptist heard the voice at 6 mos. So the Lord told Sundar to design a program, and invite the mothers to just sit & watch TV, or just listen, and He said He would speak to the people in their wombs. And while they're watching, when you pray, I will fill the fetuses w/My Spirit.
Sundar told his staff, and they had trouble believing him. "How is it possible?" They invited 6 women who were 6+ months' along as studio audience for the first 1-hr program called "Beten Yatsar" (Hebrew for "fetus" and "they will hear"). 1st half hr was worship, then 10 min of making confessions for baby, in last segment Sundar shared. He asked all the mothers & home viewing audience to stand for prayer after he shared. When he started praying, the glory of God filled the studio and all the mothers experienced their babies jumping up & down & around--one especially, whose mother said it was the 1st time she felt her baby kick--caught live on camera. Let the Spirit fall. This happened not only to the women in the studio, but those watching TV from afar in India & even the U.S. Those from Australia all testified fetuses were filled w/the Holy Spirit. (The conference attendees cheered w/thanksgiving.)

Why did the Lord tell Sundar to create that program? Rev 12:13: The woman was going to give birth to the man child, and the dragon stood right before her womb to swallow him. So, the Lord said, "There is danger for the last-days' babies; they must be born safely. If not, this is what will happen." That's reason 1) why this program was created. Heaven is very concerned, because there is a great plan of God for little children (12 yrs and under) and the youth--two people groups that will be used mightily in the last-days' great revival. These two groups are the two characters found in Matt 21:1-2. When the Lord Jesus went to Jerusalem for the last time, He told His disciples, "Go to such-and-such a place and such-and-such a street. You'll find a donkey and it's foal tied to a door. Untie it and bring it to Me." And He also said, "No man has ever sat on the donkey." The foal is it's baby. So the two donkeys represent these two age groups: youth & children--never used before in the past (no man ever sat on it). "Tied" means they've never been allowed to do any work yet. (The owners have tied them; they've never been given the liberty to do the works of God). They were meant(?) to be tied; waiting for the call of God, and why Jesus said to untie them and bring them to Him. Because His time had/has come to use them.

Matt 21:6-7 When they were brought to Jesus, scripture says "many-colored clothes" (the 7-fold Spirit of the Lord) were put on the donkey and will be put on those two age groups. What an awesome privilege. youths---29 and below have an awesome/great call on their lives; so do little children. We can't ignore them because they're going to be untied and brought to the Lord; the time is now. That's every pastor's/parent's job. When they're brought, the 7 Spirits will be poured on them first, and then Jesus will ride upon them to do great exploits for You, our living God. Why? Because these two people groups won't rationalize anything that You tell them, unlike we stubborn adults. Like Sundar said he does: "Lord, why this?" (You answer.) Then he says: "No, please." They'll say, "Yes, Lord." The little children won't take any credit for what You will do. Our generation's been corrupted--taking all the credit for ourselves, right? When a prayer's answered, when a miracle's taken place, what do we do? Publish it in our newsletter or our TV programs: "Look, I prayed..." You didn't pray (and then it happened); it's the Lord who did the miracle. We're taking all the glory for ourselves instead of giving You the glory. But the next generation's pure; they couldn't care less about all the politics. Let the dogs fight the dogs (over bones), let the monkeys "split hairs." (My note: this is called "social grooming" & it's done for many reasons--to bond, nurture, reconcile... but also out of boredom or other motives, incl sexual.) People don't do those things. This great pastime of monkeys that Sundar's seen in India has always fascinated him; sometimes 3 generations caring for one another--what great love.

Sundar said he doesn't remember when this took place, but during those healing revivals decades ago, in one particular church mtg perhaps conducted by Chas Parham or Wm Seymour with glory of God, healings, miracles taking place... One day during worship, etc before Seymour got there, God's glory came thickly into church and a big 6-1/2' man walked in limping w/an affected leg. He looked/asked for Seymour or someone to pray for him, but there was a little girl sitting down on the ground playing, minding her own bs. She looked up, saw the man, walked up to him (just tall enough to touch his stomach) and said, "What do you want?" He said, "I want prayer," she put her hand on his stomach and said, "Amen." He was instantly healed. The best part of the story is she went back to playing. That's this next gen--taking no name & no credit for themselves--giving You all the glory. Amen! Nameless, faceless, selfless last generation that will rise up, and God will bypass this corrupted generation who are self-centered, conceited, individualistic. The last gen will walk together w/one another in team-spirited teamwork. And that's the group satan now wants to destroy. It's not just a matter of gay people having a baby. They, too, need a family. It's not so innocent. It's the total annihilation of the last-days move of God. We should not allow what happened in Moses' time & what happened in Bethlehem to be repeated again (slaughtering children). We have this awesome responsibility to protect these children. Amen!

Conclusion: The last-days' anointing, the exceeding greatness of the power of God that's going to be poured out upon the face of this earth: SOOOO great that "eyes haven't seen/ears haven't heard, neither has it entered into the mind (my note: thoughts OR feelings) of man" (1 Cor 2:9) the awesome greatness of the power of God, which has been kept hidden from eons of time, which the angels themselves haven't seen yet--such a move of the Holy Spirit. The first night Sundar shared an introduction to this, and yesterday morning what the 7 powers (the 7 horns) are. Tonight he's sharing how we can receive it/them. Exodus 19:16-19 Then it came to pass on the 3rd day in the
morning, that there were thunderings and lightnings, and a thick cloud on the mountain and a very loud trumpet blast, so that all the people in the camp trembled. Then Moses brought the people out of the camp to meet God, and they stood at the foot of the mountain. Now Mount Sinai was wrapped in smoke because the Lord had descended on it in fire. The smoke of it went up like the smoke of a furnace, and the whole mountain quaked greatly. When the sound of the trumpet grew louder and louder, Moses spoke and God answered him by a voice. This was the first time God manifested His glory on Mt. Sinai—not just for 1 or 2 people, but the whole Israelite nation of 3 million people saw the glory of God come down there. If you look at the passage very carefully, for the very first time the triune God--God/Jesus/Holy Spirit—manifested themselves. V 16 has thunderings & lightnings, which are always associated w/God the Father. A thick cloud is assoc w/Holy Spirit. Then came the voice of the trumpet. In Rev 1:10 The Lord spoke to John but sounded like a trumpet—the voice of the Lord Jesus.

PART B (few notes taken, except detailed portions near end)

At 30:24 Sundar shared about the Lord Jesus coming to stand in his room and put a rod in it… Sundar said this is what He/he wanted to share tonight: This rod will be given to this generation.

47:21 This last generation cannot afford to miss the boat or drop the baton, because there's no second chance.

1:10:15 Yesterday afternoon, Sundar had a visitation from the prophet Joel, who spoke to him about these last days, because he's one of the prophets appointed by You to work together with Your last-days army. Joel told Sundar, "You must teach this people the truth about the company of saints—the cloud of witnesses." Then he told him something very strange: "All your life, you have been prepared for this." Then Sundar remembered that from the day in Nov 1983 when You called him to a deeper walk with You, You said, "If you will do this, I will bless you with the privilege to talk with My saints and with My angels." Sundar was very young, naive, so thrilled by that invitation that he jumped on the wagon. "Yes, Lord, I'm going to consecrate, to spend many hours in prayer." He shut down everything, cut off from everybody and spent all his waking moments except for eating times in prayer. So, after a month of praying like this, one day when he was waiting on God, he felt someone walk into his closet. He looked up and saw a very ancient-looking face—he didn't know who it was—long beard, very aged. He sat beside Sundar and said, "Shall we study the Book of Revelation?" Sundar said, "Okay, sir." He said turn to Chapter 1, so he explained what happened on that day and went on explaining to him. Sundar asked, "Sir, who are you?" He said, "I am the One who wrote this book." (Sundar showed the audience here what reaction was to being with the Apostle John.)

Continuation: John went through the entire chapter, explaining all the spiritual meanings, verse by verse. Sundar asked if he's still alive and John said yes, he's still alive—about 2,000 earth years. From that day on, Sundar would have a visitation from one saint—every one of them—to teach him the scriptures. When he was studying the book he didn't understand (Isaiah) Isaiah came and said, "This is what it means." The first time he saw the prophet Joel he was in the Philippines ministering & Joel said, "This is what you shall now tell the people…" (from Joel 2) "This time has come for the Philippines; tell them what the ministers should do—how they should tear their hearts and pray." He said, "You have been prepared, training to introduce this to these people in these last days." Before Sundar was waiting on God… Matt 27:51-53 When Jesus died, all the grace opened. And after His resurrection, all the saints arose from the dead, went into the Holy City, and showed themselves to many people. Why? Was it for the people to take a selfie? Sundar put this food for thought before us: The people who arose from the dead are not ordinary people, because the scriptures say "the saints." For them to be classified as saints, they must be like Abraham, Isaac or Jacob—that category. For them to go and show themselves to the people of Israel, they must be of high stature. And they went and testified of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Going further, in Acts Chapter 1, the Lord Jesus was seen by 500 people and was speaking with everyone on the Mt. of Olives. While He was speaking, a cloud came and took Him up. Now what happened to this group who arose & were seen by 500? They weren't taken up; they were left behind. For what? For such a time as this—to make themselves known to us—& work together with us—in the last days. (You told him it's time for them to be known.)

PART C (no notes taken except the few at the beginning)

A few words I didn't write were said here. Beginning in the last days, many will do GREAAAAT exploits in You… must be a people who know You in intimate experiential relationship.
You had Sundar write an expanded book several years ago—*The Maharishi of Mt. Kailash*—(avail at the book table) about a wonderful saint, supposedly alive for 400 yrs and living in this mountain of Tibet, who is the only now-living man who has met Jesus in the flesh. In this short video link that I Googled (again, from Shekinah Worship Ctr)–https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGvk2m1Hi1c, Sundar gives add information about the Maharishi: This wonderful man was written about 800 yrs ago in another book, in which there's an incident narrated by the Maharishi to thousands of the saints. He was born and grew up as a Muslim until at age 30 he received Jesus Christ as his Savior. From age 30-105, he served the Lord for 75 yrs, traveling around the whole world. As a result of his worldwide ministry, he could speak fluently in 21 languages. At 105 his body was beginning to show signs of aging. [Sundar remarked that all the outer anti-aging agents we use today can't make the inner organs better.] So, when his body was losing strength he determined to give his remaining time to fasting/prayer & meditation. He found Mt. Kailash to be a beautiful, secluded spot from all the maddening crowd. So he found a nice, little cave and began to live there as a recluse, in fasting, worshiping the Lord, praying, meditating & interceding. Many days/months passed by, perhaps even years. One day he felt that his time had come to die. [Sundar said if you ask people who are dying when they will die, some know.] So he began to pray, "Lord, I have faithfully served you all these 75 years and if You feel that my time has come, I joyfully commit myself into Your hands." As he was praying, he heard the sound of wings flapping, like that of birds, & he opened his eye to see where the birds had come from. [Sundar said he's been to the Kailash region there several times in his life, and there are no birds because of the 20,000 ft altitude, and the mountain itself is as high as 25,000 ft. The maharishi stayed above the 20k ft level, which Sundar has visited.] The maharishi opened his eyes and saw birds; went back to praying. After a few minutes, he again heard the flapping and was a little frightened. He prayed a third time and heard it again, so he prayed, Lord if there be any mystery to this, please make your servant to know. He felt someone touching his eyes, and when he opened them he saw hundreds of beautiful, glorious angels flying within/around his cave. He was enthralled w/this vision and saw the Lord Jesus Christ coming down in a cloud. The Lord appeared to him and said, "Well done, my good and faithful servant. You have been so faithful to help Me; now, today, I grant you eternal life. You will be alive until I come again, and your job is to pray for the Church." Jesus blessed him, and took out his stony, fleshy heart and gave him a new, immortal heart. And that's how he's alive now.

(Continued) "...And the maharishi's praying for us. Holy Spirit comes and tells him who he should pray for--maybe even your/my name [as Neville shared about his mother praying for him], but we can't ask him to (that's wrong teaching). They know how to pray. During his prayer ministry one day, a departed soul appeared before him and began to cry profusely, saying "I missed my chance of knowing the Savior and as a result, I've been doomed to eternal damnation." The soul went on crying and saying how sorry he was. The maharishi was so moved w/compassion he began to pray and asked You, Lord why can't You be so merciful to give a 2nd chance to this soul. As he was praying, an angel appeared before him and told him, "You know, God has heard your prayer and has granted permission for this soul to come up to Heaven. The man was very excited to have been given a 2nd chance. Sundar said listen very carefully & let him conclude this story; then we can come to our own conclusions: The angel came & took the soul up to Heaven & the maharishi was allowed to accompany him. They stood at the edge of Heaven, and the angel & the maharishi walked in. But that soul could not go beyond the edge for some reason. The maharishi said, "Come! You wanted to come to Heaven." But the man could not. The whole of Heaven is a beautiful place of light, but this soul was all dark--within and without. Light & darkness have no communion. As a result, the man fell headlong back down to where he came from. Then the angel standing beside the maharishi explained to him, as long as a person is alive on this earth, they/we can make amends for our life any number of times. But the moment we die, that's the end. They used the analogy of clay in a potter's hand. As long as the clay is wet, the potter can shape and reshape and reshape and reshape it, accord to how He wants to. But the moment the clay is made to dry and becomes hard/solid, to change it after that will cause it to break."

**SESSION 10 - Pastor Joe - Sunday 8/16 - 9:30 am (fairly detailed notes)**

Joe shared what Neville experienced his 1st day here while he was waiting for Your presence to come: a demonic spirit in a black cloak appeared before him. Neville asked You about him, and You told he's the satanic spirit that's in control of this entire valley (the Antelope Valley). Neville asked what to do. You said, "Take him out." Neville waited on You for Your words to speak, which You gave to him, and he said, "Your days are numbered. Very soon you will be dismissed from this region." Sundar said after that time during this conference that "very soon the glory of God will be poured out." There was praise, worship, sharing & prayer at this time. Joe spoke about his reading John Wesley's journal—that Wesley fasted 2x/week and said no one he trained was worthy of their calling unless they did the same. Wesley wrote that he had the energy of a 21-year-old when he was in his 80s. When he began to slow physically, he spent his last 2 years setting his vast ministry in order & passed over at age 87.
Joe shared just after 11 am about Proverbs 2:1-5 (written by wisest man who ever lived up until that day--Solomon)--apply my heart... cry out... lift up my voice...seek, search... understand what it is to fear You and find Your knowledge, wisdom, understanding.... 1st requires fear of You; it's New Testament, too, and is a fountain of life. Fear is a good thing; necessary to build the House of God, which isn't yet built in the U.S. (It's in the process of becoming.) By wisdom the house is built; the beginning of that wisdom is fear of You. Proverbs 24:3 When the house is built, Your manifested glory is there. Eph 2:19-22 ...In You the whole building--we--are being fitted together into Your holy dwelling place... Deut 11:25 & Joshua 1:5 So that no one could (will be able to) stand against You in me (& I won't be able to stand without being in You). Joe described a man who fasted/waited for your presence before he preached. His face glowed like the sun & people screamed when they saw him. The apostle John saw the House of the Lord coming down from Heaven (that's now). Joe has seen a few outpourings: At John Kilpatrick's church for 5 yrs (Brownsville in Pensacola, FL); people came from 160 nations. 1 Cor 3:9-10 Paul had wisdom to build His house--a wise master builder --God gave it (The Wise Master Builder). (Missed getting some notes down here:) 1 Cor 3:13-15 All (incl I) will be tested by Your fire; that what remains/abides... Several verses: ...To be Your dwelling place of Your manifest glory.... 1 Cor 3:16, 2 Cor 6:16B I am the temple of the living God (Your temple), You will dwell in me. 2 Cor 6:17 promise: You will receive me... if I come out from among them, be separate (one meaning is "appointed"), don't touch (one meaning: "attach myself to") what's unclean (incl watch what I put before my eyes)... (Joe shared more that I missed here.) Matt 3:17 God said, "That's My beloved Son (uihos), in whom I'm well-pleased." Romans 8:29 I'm predestined to be made fully mature (to walk in the fullness of Your Kingdom.... 2 Cor 7:1 Because I have these promises..., let me cleanse myself from everything that can defile my body or spirit. And let me work toward complete holiness because I fear You, God. "Perfecting me in the fear of God"--holiness can't come to maturity without it; requires repentance. "Feel-good" messages are missing/bypassing the other half--be careful. By fearing You, I depart from evil--Prov 3:7, 16:6 (& Job 28:28). Prov 14:27 The fear of the Lord is a fountain of life to turn me away from the snares of death.

Your goodness is delaying Your wrath in patience, because You're love. But when we exhaust all of Your mercies You have no choice (we've chosen our medicine) in order to save us from ETERNAL damnation (exchanging the short-term for the long-term)--Prov 10:27 & other verses. Vitamins & going to the gym are good but won't do it. Joe mentioned his dad, who went home at 93 by his own choice after his wife had just passed. He ate mostly fats, went off Coumadin & was gone in 2 months--as the doctor had predicted if he chose that route. John felt comfortable putting his head on Jesus' chest, yet he fell like a dead man on Patmos when he saw Jesus with fire. 2 minutes w/Jesus will make me grow more than...! Ask You for fear of God. Fear doesn't mean reverence (in this case); it means fear. Jesus said it. He can't violate His love, and He knows it's best for us/me to also experience this side of Him. Acts 2:41-43 When iniquity is broken off (that's going through cleansing) --men depart from iniquity. Then Your presence can flow through me. We're lacking in the apostles' doctrine, which includes fear among the other things. That's how we grow up. The apostles were taken to Heaven to preview the judgment seat of Christ--it's partly how they got the fear of You. You purchased us for holiness, spotlessness...

2 Cor 5:9-10 We must all appear before Your judgment seat for rewards or lack of rewards & to find out our eternal place in Your Kingdom. What I do/am at this moment & every moment determines what/how I will be forever. -Gives men terror of You. (My note: I paused when I heard this & didn't want to continue without asking You to sink this deeply into me...) 1 John 2:28 Abide in You, so I won't shrink back. 1 John 4:12, 17 ...Let Your Love be made perfect in me... so that... Hypocrisy = leaven. It will prevent Your glory from coming. Hypocrites in Your Church will die; it's the Bible. Acts 5:1-11 Ananias & his wife were killed by You for lying, & fear of You hit everyone. He (You) can powerfully use weak vessels. In our modern day, a pastor died of a heart attack for lying against Holy Spirit after being warned. Some people who say, "Send in your $58 and get..." need to drop dead. We need holiness back in the U.S. Church.

We don't yet have the glory to enter the darkness that's out there. Every time we see the fear of God in the New Testament, immed after we see the fountain of life, signs/wonders, harvest. Your fear is our friend. Acts 5:13 The people esteemed the apostles highly after this; we need it today. If we're going to be commissioned w/His REAL power/presence, we need real cleanliness. When Isaiah saw the Lord, he then knew he was a man of unclean lips. We need Heaven to break into us with the revelation of Jesus. Worship You, serve You, believe You--whether I feel You or not. Acts 9:31 Then the churches had peace & were edified. Walking in the fear of the Lord and the comfort of the Holy Spirit, they were multiplied. I'm not to walk around shaking in fear, reverencing You and fearing my own judgment; but, instead, fearing violating Holy Spirit, seeing/hearing what isn't right... then I experience Your comfort. Isaiah 33:5-6 The Lord is exalted, for He dwells on high; He has filled Zion with justice and righteousness. And He will be the stability of your times, A wealth of salvation, wisdom and knowledge; The fear of the Lord is His treasure-wisdom & knowledge for stability springs from it. Your secret is the fear of You.
One of wisest prayers Joe's praying right now: "Please reveal Yourself to me like You did to Isaiah: Undo me. I want to see the blazing beauty of Your holiness until a deep love/hunger/fire is burning in us/me." Noah moved w/Godly fear and built an ark. The false prophetic today says there's only good (not simultaneous evil coming. The Word says: 2 Tim 3:1 You should know this… in the last days there will be very difficult times. We're not left with this, but these words of counsel are given so we might do what You said. Become Your House of Prayer. We should re-read our Bible. Genesis 6:7 God was grieved that He had to destroy the world. Matt 24:37 (& other verses) As it was in the days of Noah shall it be in the coming of the Son of Man. What will come? Unprecedented judgment.

Noah's treasure was that he feared You; the wisdom was Your showing him what was coming; the understanding was knowing what to do. The word "elect" in the NT is never Israel; it's the Church. Don't fear what's coming on the earth; it's going to help bring the harvest in. And it's in the time of gross darkness when Your glory will shine through us--during the reign of the Antichrist. "Lord, give me/us the fear of You, this treasure! And finish the work You started in me/us!"

12:15 Joe asked if we've heard of the pulpit breaking in Tommy Tenney's church. A group had been crying out for You for months there. (You're going to bring the dimension we haven't seen yet.) All at once, Your presence with Your fear came over everyone there during worship. People began dropping to their knees, crawling on the floor, screaming in terror, repenting, crying, with silence otherwise. Then the worship team fell out. -Said it was the most terrifying/wonderful presence. Scared them to death AND they wished it would never end. Zap! Be silent; the Lord is in His Temple. This also happened in the kids' church at same time. A man told the pastor he thought he had a word-a scripture--but it wasn't of You. They heard a loud clap of thunder, the man fell back several feet & they thought he was dead--but he was out under Your power. No one made a noise for 2 hours, while 1,500 people were becoming "a habitation." No one wanted to leave. During the 2nd service people came and crowded in. No one moved/said a word. Bodies were healed, demons came out, all sorts of soul healing too place. They left on Monday morn to go home. It's a sample of what's ahead. Pastor Joe closed w/ prayer, worship about 12:30 pm.